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Editorial 
I have taken on the editorial role of the France & Colonies 
Journal with a great deal of trepidation and can only hope to 
be able to continue the massive task of filling the very large 
shoes of Maurice Tyler who has, in his 20 years as editor, 
produced an absolutely first class product. 

The awards described in the last issue illustrate how widely 
Maurice's work has been appreciated and I am sure all 
members will regret that he has had to relinquish the editorial 
seat due to his eye problems and will hope that the condition 
does not worsen and that he can continue with his interests 
for many years to come. Of course Maurice retains the very 
important role of dealing with the Society's web site. 

Since I agreed to become editor I have received first class 
encouragement and help from Maurice and I sincerely thank 
him for that. 

Often when a new editor takes on a journal there are changes. 
I do not propose to make substantial changes; why alter a 
winning combination? There will, however, be some minor 
alterations such as the fonts used. I use a Mac computer and 
the fonts which Maurice has been using will not run on the 
Mac so I have had to chose alternative fonts which are a little 
different to those previously used but, I hope, equally easy to 
read. No doubt there will also be some layout differences to 
suit my way of working but I do assure members that there 

will be no change for change's sake! The whole point being 
to make the change of editor as seamless as possible. 

Maurice has kindly agreed to continue to compile the pages 
of articles from other journals along with Colin Spong and I 
am most grateful to both of them for this, and to Maurice for 
continuing to note books that he has seen. 

As always, the Journal relies on the support of members 
in submitting articles - both long and short, questions and 
answers - for inclusion. Happily this has been the case 
in the past and I do hope it will continue into the future, 
indeed, in my first two weeks in the hot seat I have received 
two excellent articles. Any journal is only as good as the 
items it contains so please support the future by providing 
items, both large and small, definitive articles and questions, 
pictures and short items of interest and responses to articles. 
Whatever you have please share it with all of us. 

I thank those of you who have wished me well as editor, it 
is most kind of you to have taken the time which is greatly 
appreciated. 

I look forward to your ongoing support and in return I 
will do my utmost to provide you with as interesting and 
inspirational a journal as that which Maurice has provided. 

Howard Fisher 

A Tribute to Maurice Tyler 
At the 2011 AGM I had the great pleasure in my role as 
President of inviting Liz Gethin to present the 'Geoff Gethin 
Award for Service to the Society' to Maurice Tyler. Maurice 
was the first recipient of this newly created and prestigious 
award and when I enu-merated all his achievements during 
his seventeen years as editor there was not a single member 
present who could have doubted the worthiness of his 
nomination. I recommend members to read again my 
prologue to the award published in Journal No. 261 so that 
they may fully appreciate the valuable and loyal service that 
Maurice has given to the Society. 

At the time of the award, Maurice had been the longest 
serving editor by far and now, at the time of his retirement, 
he has contributed over twenty years of service, extending 
and establishing an even longer record. During these two 
decades the Journal has gone from stength to strength as re
flected in the national and international awards summarised 
in the last edition of the Journal. In the early years the awards 
were regularly in the Silver class; in recent years Vermeil and 
Large Vermeil awards have dominated. 
Maurice has confessed that the main reason for his resigna-
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tion is his failing eyesight diagnosed some years ago. Nev
ertheless, he has stoically continued in the editors seat for 
which he deserves our admiration and applause. Despite his 
problems he has continued to raise the Journal to even great
er heights culminating last year with the phenominal Autumn 
Stampex bumper edition and the best international award in 
the Journal's history for the previous year's publications. 

Maurice can certainly bow out with grace, pride and a sense 
of mission achieved for having fulfilled an unparalleled pe
riod in office. Presidents and other officers may come and go 
but Maurice has created under his long, steadfast and distin
guished editorship a Journal that has become the flagship of 
the Society, not only as the main source of communication 
and erudition for its members but also as a beacon in the 
world of philatelic literature. 

The committee and members of the France and Colonies 
Philatelic offer their heartfelt thanks to Maurice and wish 
him a very happy retirement and good health. 

Mick Bister 
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Society Notes 
Members Deceased 

We are very sad to learn of the deaths of the following 
members and the Society offers its sincere condolences to 
their families: 

62 Alan Barrett 

138 Dr. V. L. Guillem 

879 Mike Roberts 

130 Rex White 

Resignations 

1297 David Day 

1217 J.1. Milne 

1342 Stephen Roose 

1385 Steve Westwood 

New Members 

We are very pleased to welcome the following who have 
recently joined the Society and hope that they will have a 
long and enjoyable association with us: 

1431 David Feldman 

1432 Michael Chapling 

* * * 

Society Annual General Meeting 

The Society'S Annual General Meeting will take place at 
11 .30 a.m. at the Calthorpe Arms, 252, Grays Inn Road, 
London , WClX 8JR on Saturday, 10th May 2014. 

Any member wishing to raise any matter of proposal, 
discussion, or requiring decision must give notice in writing 
to the Secretary not less than one month before the date of 
the meeting. 

P.R.A. Kelly, General Secretary 

* * * 

Stanley Bidmead 

We have recently received a letter from Stan's daughter, 
Lesley, enclosing a cheque for £250 from the estate of Mavis 
Bidmead (Stan's wife) in recognition of the many years of 
Stan's involvement with the Society and his role as President, 
Auctioneer and the many friends he had in the Society. 

Stan was a person who encouraged a number of us in our 
formative years and was always a powerful presence in the 
Society. He had a splendid collection of French entry marks, a 
subject that he had studied in depth. He died in 1999 and was 
also a corresponding member of the Academie de Philatelie 
and a life member of the Society of Postal Historians. 

Peter Kelly 

* * * 

Displays by Members 

Peter Kelly: In December 2013 Peter gave a Powerpoint 
display to the Academie de Philatelie, Paris, entitled 
L'histoire postale du developpment des relations entre la 
Reunion, et les Messageries ImperialeslMaritimes entre 
1864 et 1900. 

Howard Fisher: gave a display in January 2014 entitled 
France to 1940 at the Nottinghamshire Philatelic Society. 

Letter Received 
Letter to a Fellow Editor/Maurice, 

Outstanding December issue. Alan Wood's "French 
Telegrams" brings up a question: who designed and printed 
the telegraph adhesives? I cannot recall having encountered 
this information before. 

Peter Kelly's "Boulanger Affair" provides a concise 
coverage of a period of modem French history that gets short 
shrift in most of the standard works. Boulanger is mentioned 
without much context. Peter has given an excellent synopsis. 
Who cannot but appreciate the saga of Professor Segno? Ed 

Grabowski continues to surface magnificient covers from 
obscure comers of the world. Incidentally, Prof. Segno was 
only communicating with the Force about sixty years before 
Obe Wan Kenobe. Who knows how many people benefited 
from his positive thoughts? 

Mitchell, Lawrence and West are of equal interest. Kudos 
to all. 

Gene Fricks, FRPSL 
Editor, Collectors Club Philatelist 
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90 Years of Red Cross Booklets 
PartS 

Completing the series by John West 
It may be argued that the annual 'Red Cross' issues from, 
first, 1988 and then, more recently, 1992, had broken the 
mould which had been set in 1950. Publicity surrounding the 
issue had, at that time, clearly showed the intention of the 
postal authorities to pursue a policy of reflecting the cultural 
history of France with the annual release of these stamps. 

man, wearing a bowler hat and a scarf, wrapped around his 
neck. The scarf, and his 'carrot' nose, was printed in red - as 
was a small (5mm) cross which appeared at the opposite end 
of the cover. The snowman appeared to be reaching out to a 
spray of mistletoe hanging just in front of him. Some covers 
have been noted with the black ink missing. Most notably, 
the bowler hat disappears along with the inscription. 

Figure 40 

1996 Any vestige of pretence of maintaining that tradition 
was finally dispelled with the 1996 issue (Yv. 3039) - when 
the postal authorities bowed to the demands of the Christmas 
festivities, producing an appealing and totally modem design 
of a snowman and a polar bear looking out from the basket of 
a balloon in a starlit sky (Fig . 41 ). 

To add to the seasonal attraction of the design, the balloon 
itself was actually a coloured glass ball, more commonly 
found hanging on the family Christmas tree. The French 
postal publicity material, concerning the issue of this stamp, 
explains that the Christmas tree balls are symbolic images, 
representing the red apples that were hung on the tree of life 
during the middle ages. This issue provided Jean-Marie Valat 
with his first successful venture into stamp designing. 

The remorseless rise in postal rates was reflected in 
the price of the 1996 issue - as it breached the 'Three Franc' 
barrier for the first time. With the single stamp selling at 3F 
+ 0.60c, the price of the camet rose , not unnaturally, to 36F. 
The booklet cover was designed by Pierre-Marie Valat and 
was similar, both in size and format, to those of the preceding 
years . The outer cover also followed a concept, introduced 
in earlier years, of extending the design to the full extent of 
the cover. Printed in pale blue and powder blue, the design 
was based on a simplistic horizon of pine trees, in outline, 
set against a starry night sky. In the foreground was a snow-

6 

Extending right across the foot of the fully extend
ed cover were the words "La Poste", followed by the PTT 
'winged dart' logo, then "1996 Camet de 10 timbres-poste 
surtaxes au profit de La Croix-Rouge franraise". This sen
tence was followed by the small cross, described earlier, and 
then the price "36.00F. In much larger print, in white, on the 
section of evening sky which, when folded, formed the front 
cover, were the words "Fetes de fin d'annee." (Fig. 40) . 
The inside cover was taken up with a re-print of the 'public
ity information' which appeared on the P.T.T. press releases 
and also the "Document PhiIatelique". It was printed in black 
on a white surface and covered the majority of the interior 
side of the cover - very much in the same fashion as earlier 
years. 

The booklet pane contained ten stamps and two 
vignettes se-tenant. The vignettes, printed in blue (instead 
of black a year earlier) on a white background, both read 
"L'IntegraLite des surtaxes de 0.60F par timbre est reversee 
par La Poste il La Croix-Rouge franraise." printed on five 
lines, whereas they had previously taken up four lines. It will 
be noted that the words 'par La Poste' had been added to the 
sentence whilst the words "La Poste" and the winged dart 
logo had now been deleted. There was a continued distinc
tion between the sheet stamps and the booklet stamps which 
manifested itself in the difference between the perforations 
of the two. Sales climbed to 880,602. 
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The imaginative, and innovative, approach to the 
de ign of the 1996 red cross issue proved to be popular with 
the public and it was no surprise when the French postal au
thoritie ontinued with the successful formula in 1997 (Yv. 

£' intl'grafite 
,~ surta~ af 0,601 
J'ilr tim6Tf tst rlVlTsr.e 

I"" (a Prutf Ii (a 

Croi~.-'l\p1l9~ Jmll~uisl! 

. . 

L'illteg",fi"u 
a~s slIrt/l{c!S tit 0,601 
pur tim6rc est rC"Jer.<ce 

par (a Pt>JU a (a 

Croi{-'l\pugt jraTJ+aise 

1996 Booklet stamp and vignette 
Perf 12.75 x 13.25 

1996 Sheet stamp . Perf 12.50xI2.75 

Figure 41 

3122). ow, the novelty of animal characters assuming roles 
of navigational importance were progressed to embrace the 
fantasy of a teddy bear piloting a futuristic, star-shaped jet 
crammed with gift-wrapped Christmas presents (Fig. 42). 

1997 Pierre-Marie Valat was born in June, 1953 at Sau
mur and he attended "L'Ecole des Arts decoratifs" and then 
worked as an illustrator for "Editions Gallimard". Amongst 
his best known works are the illustrations for the book , "La 
Poupee Pendouillait", by Robert B. Parker. He creates his 
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figures from paste effigies, made to scale, then paints them 
with acrylic paint to see that the impression matches what he 
seeks to achieve. Once satisfied, he commits his design to 
paper. One is left to wonder as to whether it is symbolic , or 
simply coincidence , that Valat has chosen a bear to pilot his 
flying star on its inter-stellar journey, for few would be una
ware that two of the best known constellations in the night 
sky are 'Ursa Major' (The Great Bear) and 'Ursa Minor'. 

With no postal rate increases to generate a price 
change, remarkably little of any consequence changed from 
the 1996 issue. The booklet cover was, for the second year 
running , designed by Pierre-Marie Valat and adopted the 
theme of the stamp that he had also designed. It featured a 
more stylised version of the 'star - jet', visualising the view 
of it from below. 

The booklet (or sky) background is white , with the 
'star - jet' drawn completely in red and white, the underside 
of it being red with the undercarriage picked out in white . 
From side on, one can see the head and shoulders of the teddy 
bear in the cockpit, looking over his windshield and there is 
a hint of the cargo that the plane is carrying with a tantalising 
glimpse of two gift wrapped parcels. The 'afterburn' from 
the jet engine is created with a forked , and curving, streak 
of yellow and red, which tails off after cutting through the 
letter "L" of the word "La" that commences the sentence at 
the foot of the cover. The shower of red, yellow, green and 
blue circles and discs , through which the jet is flying, appear 
to represent other stars (or, perhaps , just space debris!) but a 
different interpretation could suggest that they represented 
gifts being distributed, at high speed, from this modem ver
sion of Santa's sleigh. 

With the obvious exception of the change of year, 
the words, printed in blue at the foot of the booklet cover -
and running the complete length of the opened cover - are 
unchanged. Surrounding the tip of the nose of the 'star - jet ' 
are the words "Fetes de fin d'annee", also printed in blue. On 
the inside cover the words of Jane Champeyrache, used to 
publicise this issue, are reprinted in black. The booklet pane 
layout remains constant with the usual five pairs of stamps, 
two of which are se-tenant with two vignettes . As usual this 
means that the entire contents of the booklet must be removed 
to display one or more stamps with the vignette attached . 
Whilst the content of the vignette remains unaltered it can be 
distinguished, from that produced a year earlier, by the much 
darker blue printing. Sales figures for the 1997 booklet issue 
dropped to 831 ,825. 

1998 The third in this series of issues retained all the 
charm and the stunning simplicity of its predecessors but, 
on this occasion , instead of humanising animals , the design 
featured a mischievous looking elfin tripping lightly across a 
golden Christmas bauble as if it were a fragile egg. Indeed , 
at first glance , you could be forgiven for thinking that the 
imp, gaudily dressed in a red costume, with matching 'pixie' 
boots and hood, was striding across a globe. Closer inspec
tion, though , reveals that 'the land' he walks across is nothing 
but his own image caught in the bright glass ball. Perhaps the 
designer, Pierre-Marie Valat , had it in his mind to symbolise , 
by this means , how the spirit of Christmas does bestride the 
whole world at this special time of the year. As in the two 
earlier issues (in 1996 and 1997) M. Michel Durand-Megret 
is credited with taking the original design and developing it 
to the stage where it could be photographed preparatory to 
being produced as a postage stamp. 

The issued stamp bore only the smallest of changes 
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Figure 42 

in design from that of the previous year. Whereas the 1997 
issue had seen all the printed detail on the stamp produced in 
the same colour (blue) as the dominant colour of the stamp , 
the 1998 issue (Yv. 3199) printed the price (3,00) the sur
charge (0,60) and the cross in red. The words "RepubLique 
Franfaise" (at the top of the stamp) and "La Paste" "1998" 
"ITVF' & "VaLat" (at the foot of the stamp) were all printed 
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in the shade of green which dominated the current issue. 

The camet also threw up minor layout 
alterations. The size of the camet, fully extended, (235 x 
71.5mm ) remained constant with a pane of ten stamps and 
two vignettes. The wording, "L'integraLite du supplement de 
0,60F par timbre est reversee par La Paste d La Croix-Rouge 
jranfaise" spanned five lines on each of the vignettes. 

Whilst one presumes that some people did continue 
to fold their booklets , it is evident that the designer and the 
printers were increasingly treating the cover as a single item 
and this year proved no exception. The design featured the 
elfin like character which appeared on the stamp. Drawn 
simply, in red and white on a white background, it showed 
the imp in typical pose, the button nose and the quiff of hair 
emphasising his leprechaun-like manner, as he holds a sprig 
of mistletoe in his left hand and a spray of holly in his right. 
The leaves of this vegetation are printed in green, whilst the 
berries of the mistletoe and the holly are printed in white and 
red respectively. 

Strangely, whilst the words "fetes de fin d'annee" 
had appeared on the 1997 cover, printed in lower case 
lettering, in the current issue a correction is made and the 
letter "F" of 'f€tes' now appears as a capital letter. This 
wording takes up three lines (and 30% of the cover space) 
to the right of the pixie. The wording "La Paste", followed 
by the PTT logo, and then "1998 Camet de 10 timbres-paste 
d 3,00F avec supplement de O,60F au profit de la Croix
Rouge Franfaise", followed by a red cross and "36,00F' all 
appears in one single straight line , printed in green (with the 
exception of the red cross) along the base of the cover. Due 
to the fact that the word "Surtaxes" - which appeared in the 
1997 issue - has been replaced by the words "d 3,00F avec 
supplement de 0,60F' the font used by the printer is much 
smaller than that used the preceding year. 

The outer cover was designed by Pierre-Marie 
Valat. The inside cover is white with a heading of "CROIX
ROUGE", printed in black, below which is a sub-heading of 
"Fetes de fin d'annee" . Under these headings is a complete 
copy of the publicity information prepared , for P.T.T. 
advertising purposes, by Jane Champeyrache. Recorded 
sales figures for the 1998 booklet , of 790,756, reflected a 
continuing reduction in the numbers sold. 

1999 For the fourth of this series of Christmas issues 
(Yv.3288), the artist remained faithful to the fantasy images 
he had created during the earlier years - retaining the colour, 
the appeal and the refreshing originality of his concept of 
creating characters from toys, animals & fictitious creatures. 
In this instance he has breathed life into a star, adroitly turning 
the five points into two legs, two arms and a (rather pointed) 
head. This 'Star-man ' has a big bass drum strapped to him , 
seemingly resting on his right hip. The drum face is open 
to view and portrays a simple clock face - with the hands 
clearly reflecting the proximity to midnight , to symbolise 
those nervous moments endured by children everywhere as 
they desperately strive to stay awake and catch a glimpse of 
Father Christmas. Set against a background of streamers, the 
'Star-man ' character is holding a drumstick in his left hand 
- apparently in readiness to beat the drum. His right hand is 
clutching a cymbal with which he is poised to strike another 
cymbal which , in tum , is attached to the top of the drum . It 
would seem less than likely that any child would be able to 
sleep with all that noise going on!! 

As a unique feature of the 1999 issue, the price of 
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the stamp (and the amount of the donation made to the French 
Red Cross) is recorded both in French francs and , for the very 
first time in the Euro - to reflect the impending arrival of 
the new European currency. Naturally, this dramatic change 
affected both the booklet (Fig. 43) and its contents, too. 

For the first time since 1980 - when the word 
"France" appeared on their postage stamps - the words 
"RepubLique Fran{:aise" were omitted from the stamp. It was 
now replaced by the letters "RF'. Combining this with an 
endeavour to place greater emphasis on the cross, by enlarging 
it , re ulted in the small area below the stamp design , at the 
base of the tamp, becoming overcrowded and cramped for 
space. For the first time, we saw the introduction of the Euro 
ymbo!. The two values, in Francs and Euros, were now 

placed \: ide to the left and right of the stamp respectively, 
re ul ting in the enlarged cross being placed more centrally. 
The de igner 's name, Valat, was squeezed in (in red) below 
the price in francs in the bottom left hand corner. The lettering 
and figures of "RF " , "1999", "LA POSTE" and " ITVP' 
were printed in four lines , in blue, between the cross and the 
price in Francs. 

The booklet pane layout remained unaltered but 
the lettering on the vignettes was now varied to read "La 
Poste reverse L'integralite du supplement de 0,60F (0.09€) 
par timbre a La Croix-Rouge Fran{:aise" and, instead of five 
line , now took up seven lines . The size of the booklet was 
maintained at 235 x 71 .5mm but changes in the design lay 
out \ ere necessary to reflect the introduction of the dual 
currency. Designed, once again, by Pierre-Marie Valat, the 
co er featured a re-creation of the character featured on 
the tamp - but this time as a quartet of musicians each of 
\ hom was larger than the one on his right. The smallest, at 
the extreme left of the cover, is struggling to playa bassoon, 
whil t the three others are all pounding on bass drums. Whilst 
each musician is portrayed identically as an animated gold 
star their instruments are all picked out in blue and white on 
a white background. 

The words "Fetes de fin d'Annee" comprise an 
amalgam of different coloured letters - in yellow, red and 
blue - and are in the same position on the cover as 1998. This 
time, however, the words "LA POSTE" and the winged dart 
logo appear - boxed in the bottom right hand comer. Whereas 
in earlier years a single line had sufficed to convey the sales 
information , the necessity to reflect the price in Euros meant 
~at thi was now extended to two lines, as follows:- "36,OOF 
(5,49€) - 1999 - Camet de 10 timbres-poste a 3,OOF (O,46€) 
avec supplement de 0,60F (0 .09€) au profit de La Croix-Rouge 
Fran{:aise". At the front of the two lines was a second boxed 
logo and , at the end of the second line , was a small cross, 
printed in red. With that exception all the remaining lettering 
was printed in the same shade of blue as the instruments. The 
downward spiral in recorded booklet sales continued, as the 
figure dropped to 756,536. 

2000 The Millennium issue (Yv.3362) is the fifth and, 
what proves to be, the penultimate issue of this children's 
series of Red Cross issues. Design of the first Red Cross stamp 
to be issued in the 21 st century is entrusted to Henri Galeron , 
himself a graduate of "L'Ecole des Beaux Arts" . Galeron was 
awarded the "Prix Honore" in 1985 for his work in designing 
book and magazine covers and had earned a reputation as a 
fine graphic illustrator. Nevertheless , continuity of style was 
ensured by retaining the services of Andre Lavergne who 
would, once again, progress the design from drawing board 
to production . 
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The design reflects the fact that children can, and 
do, still get as much pleasure from the simplest and most 
basic of gifts as they do from the most expensive and techno
logically advanced wizardry of the day. On this stamp an aer
oplane, carved from pieces of wood and brightly painted in 
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deep shades of red, yellow and blue, apparently flies through 
a blue sky littered with a combination of fluffy pink clouds, 
golden stars and gaily wrapped Christmas parcels. 

One is left to wonder whether the distribution of 
gifts, manifest in the design, is intended to represent the gifts 
that the French Red Cross authorities are able to make to 
the poor and needy - as the direct result of the donation they 
receive from the sale of these very stamps . Whether, or not, 
the French postal authorities shared the view expressed by 
the author - a propos the cramped layout of the information 
on the 1999 stamp - they certainly took steps to redress the 
situation with the first issue of the new Millennium. Better, 
and more even, distribution of the detail resulted in a distinct 
amelioration in the aesthetic appeal, the clarity and the whole 
balance of the stamp. 

All the detail, below the design , was printed in a 
shade of light blue - with the lone exception of the red cross. 
The price, in francs , was retained at the extreme left with 
the identity of the designer (Galeron) just below it. On the 
extreme right .was printed the price in Euros . Unlike the ear
lier issue, though, the price in Euros was shown simply as 
O,55€ - instead of showing separate amounts of the surtax 
and the postage value. Beneath this was printed "LA POSTE 
2000". Situated between the two prices - albeit still slightly 
off-centre - was a red cross and, between the cross and price 
in francs , the letters "RF' . 

The booklet size (Fig. 44) continued to remain con
stant (although a marginally smaller one, measuring 70mm 
instead of the normal 72mm has been noted at auction) and 
the layout of the booklet pane, similarly, saw no alterations. 
The two vignettes, however, did benefit from a change in the 
typeface used for the wording thereon. Whilst the 1999 is
sue had utilised an ornate script, the new desire to embrace 
the concept of simplicity and clarity manifested itself in an 
identical version of words to those used a year earlier - but 
so much easier to read. The outer cover, too , was refreshed 
and enlivened by an engaging design, of M. Henri Galeron , 
underlining the emphasis being placed upon the purity of 
pleasure to be gained by playing with simple wooden toys. 
In this case, he featured a toy train, made of wooden blocks, 
with the engine (and its little wooden driver) pulling along 
two coaches heavily laden with Christmas parcels. This de
sign filled more than 8.Q% of the length of the cover, with 
the words "Fetes de fin d 'annee" constrained to the residual 
space. 

The PTT logo, in its standard post office blue and 
yellow colours, appears in the lower right corner. The words 
"2000 - Camet de 10 timbres-poste a 3,00F avec suppLement 
de O,60F au profit de La Croix-Rouge Franfaise" , a red cross 
and "36,OOF (5.49€)" now appear in a single straight line 
across the length of the base of the cover. The inside cover, 
printed in black on white , features an article by Mlle Marie 
Helene Machu (used for publicising the sales of this stamp) 
on the subject of the history of toys in France, under the 
heading of "Memoires d 'un petit avion en bois". Strangely, 
the slump in booklet sales continued unabated , dropping to 
658,741. This is surprising because there was no sheet is
sue - the only stamps available were in booklets and had a 
perforation of 13 .5 x 13 . 

2001 To many it would seem to be a fitting conclusion , 
that this sextet of light hearted Christmas issues should reach 
an end with a portrayal of the archetypal icon himself, Father 
Christmas. Cleverly conceived by Olivier Mahaut , the char
acter is created by adding hands , arms and the quintessential 
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Figure 44 

bearded head to a shining red Christmas tree ball. Indeed, it 
has been these baubles that have been at the core of nearly all 
the designs that have so splendidly illuminated the Red Cross 
issues of the past six years. With his eyes wide open and a 
face-splitting smile, Mahaut has created every child's image 
of the jovial benefactor that they expectantly await on the eve 
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of Christmas. He is just the welcoming sight they will hope 
to see should they fulfil their dreams and catch a glimpse of 
him as he makes his annual nocturnal visit! 

The booklet remains fonnulaic in content and size, 
containing 10 copies of the issued stamp with two of those 
stamps se-tenant with two vignettes, just as before. The word
ing on the vignettes , printed in a pale grey colour, was almost 
identical to that of the preceding two years . The one minor 
alteration reflected the change of emphasis in the currency 
from Franc to Euro i.e. the values were juxtaposed and now 
read "0.09€ / 0.60F" instead of being the other way round. 
The sheet stamp, which was re-introduced, (Yv. 3436) now 
had a perforation of 12.5 x 13 - distinguishing it from the 
booklet stamp, which was 13.5 x 13. 

The outer cover utilised an 'all over' design, con
tinuing with the recently adopted policy of having no dis
tinguishable front or back. It featured four Father Christmas 
figures diminishing slightly in size (with the smallest, and 
furthest from the foreground, having his back turned) on a 
background of a blue sky bedecked with a plethora of shin
ing, yellow stars. The words "Fetes de fin d'annee" were 
printed , in blue with white edging, across the three smallest 
images of Father Christmas. In the bottom left hand corner 
is , what one presumes to be a quarter of the moon with a 
small red cross thereon. In blue lettering, across the foot of 
the cover, appear the words "2001 - Camet de 10 timbres
poste a 0.46€ / 3.00F avec supplement de 0.09E / 0.60F 
au profit de la Croix-Rouge Franraise". To the right of that 
inscription, in the bottom right hand corner of the booklet 
is a boxed 'winged dart' logo preceded by the words "LA 
POSTE" - also in blue. The inside cover, printed in blue 
on a white background, features an article written by Marie 
Helene Machu, under the heading "CROIX-ROUGE 2001", 
below which is printed "Fetes defin d'annee". Booklet sales 
were recorded at 769,786 for the year. 

2002 Giovanni Battista Salvi (1609-1685) was widely 
known as "il Sassoferrato" - after the small town of his birth, 
in the Marches district of Italy. He is renowned as a very 
fine 'Madonna' painter and was inspired by a number of fa
mous artists who taught him the importance of consistently 
creating an immediately discernible composition with pure 
lines and gentle expressions . Thus, on the stamp, showing 
his painting "Sommeil de l' Enfant Jesus", one can observe 
the finesse of his brush strokes and the restrained colours, 
r~flecting the tranquillity and intimacy of the mother / child 
union - which barely intrudes on the presence of the angels. 
Like so many of his genre, his peers never recognised his tal
ent, but he is now widely accepted as one of the masters of 
this type of painting. 

The turn of the century was, indeed, a transitional 
period for the French Post Office with many changes being 
wrought by the switch to the Euro. The 2002 stamp issue (Yv. 
3531), for example, was conspicuous by the absence - for the 
very first time - of any reference to the old French currency. 
The price, for which the stamp was sold, 0.46€, was printed 
in black at the top of the stamp. Rather ingeniously, a red 
cross was used to signify the plus sign which indicated the 
additional amount, 0.09€ that was donated to the Red Cross 
organisation from each sale. In subsequent years and with 
the cessation of a sheet issue , reference to this 'supplement' 
would disappear from the stamp. Perhaps the major differ
ence between the 2002 booklet and its predecessors lay in the 
fact that the cover design was vertical instead of horizontal. 
It featured an enlarged copy of the picture, which adorned 
the stamp, on a peach coloured background. This background 
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provided a 4mm border on either side, a 9mm edge at the 
top of the picture and a 55mm space at the foot of the cover, 
wherein were printed the words, "Camet de 10 timbres-poste 
a 0.46€ avec supplement de 0.09€ au profit de la Croix
Rouge Franraise", across three lines. 

It will be noted that reference to both the year and 
the French Franc has now disappeared, but the boxed PT.T. 
logo of a winged dart and the words "LA POSTE" are to be 
found in the bottom right hand corner of the cover - albeit 
reduced in size (by 2mm) from the previous year. Inside the 
cover, printed in black on a white gloss background, under the 
heading "CRO!X-ROUGE 2002" and sub-heading "Giovan
ni Battista SALVr are exactly the same words as published 
by the P.T.T. in their pUblicity material. This infonnation is 
unattributed. At the foot of this resume of the life of Salvi are 
the words "Couverture Le Sommeil de l' Enfant Jesus - de
tail ." Booklet sales were recorded at a figure of 673,850. The 
perforation distinction between booklet and sheet stamps re
mained the same. This also seems to be the earliest year that 
two phosphor bands appeared on the stamps. 

2003 Pierre MIGNARD was the brother of Nicolas -
whose work was featured on earlier Red Cross stamps, issued 
in 1968 and 1969. Like his brother, he was born in Troyes, 
before serving an apprenticeship in Bourges and, later, in 
Paris. In 1635 he went to Italy where, during a 20 year pe
riod , he gained a certain reputation due largely to a series of 
'Madonnas' (known as his 'Mignardes!). This included "La 
Vierge a la Grappe" - now hanging in the Louvre Museum. 
The mother of Jesus, dressed in the traditional blue robe, of
fers her son a bunch of red grapes - a symbol of the future 
Eucharist. Later in life, Mignard became Court Painter to the 
King but, on reflection , he would seem to have been an artist 
who has, generally speaking, been neglected by art histori
ans. 

In 2003, the issue of sheet stamps to benefit the Red 
Cross was discontinued . Since one now had to purchase the 
entire booklet to obtain one copy of the stamp (Yv. 3620), 
more changes were necessary. The issued stamp, for example, 
now simply bore the value - of 0.50€. This value appeared 
at the foot of the stamp, in blue, along with the words "LA 
POSTE 2003 RF' and "ITVF'. The name of the artist, 'Pierre 
Mignard ' is printed in white across the top of the stamp. The 
layout of the content of the booklet remained unchanged 
(Fig. 45) with the stamps being separated from the section 
of selvage, adhering to the booklet, by two vignettes. The 
fact that the stamps could only now be acquired in a booklet 
prompted a change in the wording on the vignettes. This was 
now slightly revised to read "La Poste reverse l'integralite 
du supplement de 1.60€ par camet (instead of 'timbre') a la 
Croix-Rouge Franraise." For this issue , the printing was in a 
dull shade of blue. 

The outer cover reverted to a horizontal layout and, 
the reader may think, has evidently been designed to cater 
for those who wished to fold the camet in half - presumably 
for ease of storage. What would be the front cover (if folded) 
features an enlarged (63 x 65mm) picture of the painting on 
the stamp, in full colour, on a salmon pink background. In the 
45mm space between the picture and the edge of the cover, 
are the words "Offrez 1.60€ a la Croix-Rouge Franraise" 
and then, in smaller print, "grace a l'achat de ce camet de 
10 timbres-poste (6.60€)". Below that is a red cross and the 
words "1 ,60€ de don" , which are underlined. In turn , be
neath that is a boxed P.T.T. sign which reads "LA POSTE' , 
and has a winged dart alongside it, all printed in blue. The 
box is almost twice the size of the one illustrated the previous 
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year. 

La Po te rever e 
I ' int~gralite 

du supplement 
de 1,60 € 

par camet a la 
CROIX-ROUGE 

FRANCAISE 

La Poste reverse 
I'integralite 

du supplement 
de 1,60 € 

par camet a la 
CROIX-ROUGE 

FRANCAISE 

Figure 45 

On the inside cover, printed in black, is an article 
written by Maiten Bouissen, in which he provides a pen por
trait of the life of Pierre Mignard. At the foot of this arti
cle are the words "Couverture: La Vterge a La Grappe" . The 
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rise in booklet sales is hardly surprising, given that the sheet 
stamps were withdrawn - and the increase in sales to 719,493 
could also be attributed to the fact that the date this issue was 
withdrawn was on lOth September 2004 - much later than in 
previous years . As no sheet stamps were issued, all stamps 
were perforated 13 .5 x 13 . 

2004 The veneration of icons was a dogma of faith for
mulated at the second council of Nicaea, in 787 AD. Consid
ered as the incarnation of the sanctity of the model , whether 
it be the Christ, the Virgin Mary or the saints , the image in 
itself expresses a revealed truth contributing totally to the lit
urgy. The icon representing "The Virgin with Child" (from 
the Louvre Museum, Paris) complies with this tradition. It 
reproduces a Byzantine prototype, known as the "GLyko
philousa virgin", each detail of which has a symbolic value . 
Mary's blue robe, the symbol of creation , is covered with a 
purple cloak, the sign of her royalty. The three stars, which 
decorate her forehead and shoulders, are the symbol of her 
virginity. The child unrolls a scroll bearing a quotation from 
Saint Luke . Legend has it that it was the same apostle who 
enacted , from life, the first portraits of the mother of Jesus. 
This icon is a product of the Cretan School and dates back to 
the fifteenth century. 

The 2004 issue (YV.3717) saw a reduction in the 
size of the image portrayed on the stamp. This allowed the 
designer of the stamp to include the title of the work of art , 
"Vterge a L' Enfant", in a gold colour along the right hand side 
of the picture of the icon . Beyond the fact that the remainder 
of the printed words now appeared in black and the words 
" La Poste 2004" were reduced in size to the extent that it 
made them difficult to read , there were no major changes to 
the structure of the issued stamp . Likewise, other than the 
fact that the wording on the vignettes was now printed in 
black, the content of the booklet was identical in format to 
that of the previous year. 

The outer cover, too , was designed to appease those 
who preferred a carnet that might be folded in half. Set out 
in a horizontal format and with a gold background , the back 
cover portrayed the upper half of the icon which was shown 
in full on the issued stamp. The front cover, as per the pre
vious year, had a smaller image comprising four separate 
pieces of detail from the picture. This left a similar size space 
to the right of the picture to that of 2003 but the wording , all 
printed in black on this occasion, was amended . This time the 
year, 2004 , appeared in large figures below which were the 
words "Donnez 1 ,60€ a La CROrx-ROUGE FRANr;AlSE en 
achetant ce camet de 10 timbres-poste (6,60€)" . The cross 
differed in design in the 2004 issue insofar it was printed in 
red but with a white edging - one assumes to make it more 
prominent against the gold background . The boxed logo and 
the underlined " I ,60 de don" were in the same position and 
the same proportions as they had been for the previous year 's 
issue. The inside cover, as in previous years , contained in
formation concerning the origin of the icon featured on the 
postage stamp (as well as the outside cover) . This informa
tion was prepared by Maiten Bouisset and was all printed in 
black on the white glossy paper. Sales for this booklet were 
recorded at 709 ,627 . 

2005 Hans Memling (c.1433 - 1494) was once described 
as "the most excellent painter of all Christendom". He was 
born in Germany and began his career in Cologne , before 
moving to Flanders at the age of 17. Five years later he 
moved to Bruges where he became established as one of the 
city's richest residents. Memling embodies a period of great 
Flemish artists . He set himself apart by the calm order and el-
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Figure 46 

egance of his figures and the traditional harmony of his 
compositions. In his "Virgin with Child" (now hanging at 
the Memling Museum, Bruges) Christ's mother takes up a 
central position in the painting. She holds out an apple to 
the child which, according to the symbolism of the day, may 
mean that Christ takes the fatal apple to assume all the sins 
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of humanity through the Passion . The year, 2005, was to be 
the fifth and final issue (Yv. 3840) in the series of oeuvres 
portraying the Madonna and Child . 

For the second year running, the reproduction , on 
the stamp itself, was scaled down to leave a space at the 
side of the image. Unusually, instead of that space being 
filled with the name of the painting, the name of the artist 
appeared - this time on the left hand side of the stamp. The 
printing was in gold, as was the revised price of "0.53€" 
and the single word, "FRANCE' - which were both situ
ated at the base of the stamp, separated only by a 2mm red 
cross. Oddly, the words "La Poste 2005" were overprinted, 
in white, on the bottom right hand side of the picture. 

Readers of this article will hardly be surprised to 
learn that the booklet cover design was changed once more. 
This time it reverted to the vertical format first noted in 
2002. An enlarged image of the central panel of the picture 
on the issued stamp dominated the outside cover. This en
largement, whilst narrowing the actual picture to exclude the 
outer extremities of it, allowed sight of greater detail in the 
artwork featured. 

The image itself measured 181 x 63mm, with a 
4mm border around the top and both sides, in a mustard yel
low colour. The 24mm space beneath the picture was fully 
utilised to reflect the new price of the carnet - the words, 
"Donnez 1 ,70€ a la Croix-Rouge Franr;aise en achetant ce 
camet de 10 timbres-poste (7.00€)" taking up four lines. 
The boxed logo was scaled down in size, by comparison 
with earlier years, now measuring just 25 x 5mm and, com
pletely new, was the introduction of a bar code. Centrally 
situate , below the four lines of print (which was all in black) 
and above the logo and the bar code was a 6mm red cross, 
edged in white, the upper half of which was encircled with 
the words" J ,70€ de don", also in black. 

2006 The final three issues in the era of the Red Cross 
booklet were, simply stated, disappointing, disinteresting 
and a disaster! It will be recalled that, in 1974, the French 
postal authorities had contemplated launching a competition 
in order to find a design for the Christmas issue of post
age stamps . In September, 2005, this idea was resurrected 
and children between the age of 6 and 11 years were invited 
to portray their interpretation of "Draw your hopes for the 
world's children". A total of 66,000 schoolchildren respond
ed and the jury chose to separate the entries by regions . Fi
nally, 100 were chosen and submitted to both the public and 
a panel of experts, to be judged. The winning entries formed 
the basis of a pair of stamps , released in November, 2006. 

When one considers the quality of the masterpieces 
that had preceded these designs one is forced to conclude 
that the French authorities made a major error of judgement 
in including these issues in that same category. Understand
ably, they were childish but were quite devoid of any sign of 
talent. The pair of stamps (Yv. 3991/92) were both valid for 
posting a letter weighing under 20 grams, equating to a cost 
of €0 .54 each. With a surcharge of €l ,70, the entire booklet 
sold for 7,1O€. This would be the final booklet issue with 
the stamps being perforated 13.5 x 13. 

The booklet cover size remained at the standard 
size of 235 x 70mm and was vertical in format. The design 
featured thereon was the creation of Christian Broutin and 
was entitled "Les Racines du Coeur". It portrayed a number 
of children, standing on a globe, each holding a green frond. 
These fronds became interwoven as they went upwards to 
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form a heart shape at the top. The design had a completely 
white background. A red cross, edged in white and measur
ing 10mm, appeared on the globe with the legend" 1 ,70€ de 
don" encircling the upper half - as in 2005. The cover back
ground was cherry red in colour, the border around the previ
ously described design being 8mm on each side and 6mm at 
the top . 

The base of the booklet cover, measuring 47mm 
from the bottom of the design to the edge of the cover, was 
obviously the same background colour as the rest of the 
cover. The printing , in white , now reflected the absence of a 
value of the stamps and read as follows:- "Donnez 1 ,70€ a 
La Croix Rouge Franraise" in two lines, and then across three 
lines , "en achetant ce camet de 10 timbres-poste a validite 
permanente pour une Lettre jusqu 'a 20 g a destination de La 
France ." The P.T.T. logo was now dramatically changed with 
the words "LA paSTE" appearing in white on a narrow grey 
band on which was a yellow button with the winged dart, 
in blue, thereon. The grey band appeared to pass under the 
button and extend 4mm beyond - where it tapered to a point. 
The bar code; introduced a year earlier was again present , at 
the bottom right hand side of the cover, but slightly reduced 
in size. 

The content (Fig. 46) comprised 5 pairs of the two 
issued stamps but, uniquely, the selvage was the same red 
colour as the cover of the booklet. Additionally, both vignettes 
were also in the same red colour, with the printing across 
seven lines in white. The form of words was unchanged from 
the previous year. The inside cover, printed in black on white, 
simply repeated the format of earlier years - by quoting 
the information supplied on the Post Office advertising 
material. 

2007 It seems odd that the French Post Office seemed 
unable to resist continually changing the design of the camets 
produced in the 21" century. 2007 was no exception , with 
the stamp issue (YvAI25/26) featuring children's designs 
for the second of three years . It is thought that these designs 
must have been entered into the previous year's competition 
and used subsequently, for whatever reason . One stamp was 
entitled "Enfants aux ballons" and the other "Enfants et La 
Terre" and the designs were just as awful as the previous 
year. Due to the fact that these stamps were self adhesive, 
they were all die cut p~rf. 11. 

. The booklet was suddenly, reduced in size. The 
design reverted to horizontal and it measured 256 x 54mm. 
The cover was , evidently, designed to allow the user to fold it 
into three, with both the outer cover and contents being split 
into thirds . The entire outside cover was blue-green in colour. 
On the first section (or front cover if folded) the designer 
featured a drawing of eight children, of various nationalities , 
dancing around a globe. The words "Des voeux pour les 
enfants du monde" were printed, in white, across four lines , 
to the left of the children . Below those words is a red cross 
edged in white with the now familiar words " 1 ,70€ de don" 
encircling the upper half, in a crescent shape. 

The central section features a globe (which extends , 
fractionally, onto the rear section) and imperforate versions 
of the two issued stamps, one of which overlaps the top of the 
globe . The names 'Thimonier-Crochemore' appear in the left 
hand comer, reflecting their contribution toward the design 
of the cover, one presumes . The rear or third section contains 
the printed information concerning the distribution of the 
funds received from the sale of these stamps. Since this issue 
of stamps, for the first time, are self adhesive, the wording 
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necessarily alters to refer to that, as follows "Donnez J ,70€ 
a la Croix-Rouge Fran~aise en achetant ce camet de 10 
timbres-poste autocollants a validite permanente pour une 
lettre prioritaire jusqu' a 20 g a destination de la France." The 
bar code is produced in the same colour as the background, 
whilst the new PT.T. logo is retained, albeit diminished in 
size. 

The unpopular vignettes were finally dispensed 
with and, with the stamps being self-adhesive, there was no 
inside cover - since the stamps were designed to adhere to it. 
The layout of the stamps permitted the folding of the booklet 
in three , with spaces between two blocks of four and one 
pair of stamps. Although these spaces weren't perforated 
they each had ten small slits designed to facilitate folding. 
In the 40mm space below the bottom pair of stamps and the 
edge of the cover, were printed the words "La Poste reverse 
l 'integralite du supplement de 1 ,70€ par camet a la Croix 
Rouge Fran~aise". The selvage, for this issue, all reverted to 
plain white . 

No sheet stamps were printed for this issue. Two 
varieties have been reported one simply relates to the absence 
of phosphor on the stamps and the other, perhaps slightly 
more significant, relates to a colour shade difference in the left 
hand side of the globe - although the author considers that it 
is only noticeable when the two are together for comparison 
purposes . 

2008 Finally, we have reached the last Red Cross booklet 
to be produced, before being replaced by the more lucrative 
miniature sheets. Sadly, the story does not end in a bang, 
but very much a whimper, as the postal authorities persisted 
with their wretched series of children's drawings for a third 
year running . The stamps (Yv.4306/07) were only issued as 
self adhesives and perforated 11 .5. They were not sold from 
sheets and , as before, they bore no value - being valid only 
for letters weighing up to 20 grams. Since the postal rate 
had increased so the donation to the Red Cross increased to 
€ 1 ,80, raising the price of the booklet to €7 ,30 . 

The issued booklet ( Fig. 47) retained most of the 
changes introduced a year earlier. The cover, in a bright green 
colour, was again divided into three sections. The front cover 
has the words "Les enfants dessinent la planete aux couleurs 
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de la vie" , plainly referring to the subject that children had 
been invited to provide sketches about. Beneath those five 
lines of words was an 8mm red cross with white edging and 
the legend" 1 ,80€ de don" encircling the upper half of it. 
To the right was a globe with a face , and animals and trees 
populating it, apparently defying gravity! 

The central section portrays the two stamps, 
imperforate, and a range of different animals travelling from 
the right to the left. In small black print the design of the 
cover is attributed to the "Atelier Thimonier" which was also 
responsible for printing them. The third section is identical 
to that of the previous year, save for the obvious change in 
the value of the donation to the Red Cross, from € 1,70 to 
€1 ,80. 

The layout of the inside ofthe booklet again repeated 
that of the previous year. The issued stamps were printed in 
two blocks of four and one pair of two, in white rectangles . 
These were all divided to facilitate folding in three parts - if 
required. The background colour was the same as the front 
cover and, in the space at the base, instead of any words at all 
was a reproduction of the design of a globe with a man's face, 
as featured on the front cover. The 2008 issue is reported 
with a colour variety affecting the purple in the words "aux 
couleurs" and "La Poste 2008" which is noted as being a 
dark yellow. 

It would appear that the postal authorities 
discontinued the practice of releasing sales figures for their 
stamp issues after 2004 so that information is not available. 
Awaits response from PTT re this. 

Thus, our long journey comes to an end. We have 
been a witness to the passage of history as reflected by these 
miniature works of art. We have seen two major changes 
in the currency of France; we have observed innumerable 
changes in the identity of the Post Office. We have travelled 
from the world of stapled booklets to self adhesive stamps, 
we have been privileged to watch the advances in printing 
technology as the images gained greater clarity. We have seen 
a wide range of disparate issues, from classic French art to 
classroom daubs , from the founder of the Red Cross to frothy 
Christmas confections but the journey has been fascinating 
and is but a microcosm of the variety of the postage stamps, 

Society Website Forum 
by Maurice Tyler 

Members may remember that about 15 months ago our web
site was refurbished and a new Forum was added. This was 
intended to act as a facility for members to post queries , 
publish news and air views that could then be discussed by 
any other members. It was to be a sort of on-line version of 
the Questions and Answers section of the Journal , enabling 
much quicker responses to topics raised . Privacy and secu
rity would be ensured by requiring members to register with 
a password before they could post any messages, although 
those already posted can be read by anyone . 

Sadly only 20 members have so far registered in this way 
and only a small minority of those have regularly used the 
facility . Those that have used it have, I believe, found it 

extremely useful - but to a limited degree because so few 
are responding to the communications . The Committee will 
probably be debating (for a second time) the feasibility of 
issuing every member with a username and password so that 
they will all be in a position immediately to participate in the 
Forum if they so wish, but whether that will overcome the 
apparent apathy that prevails at present I do not know. 

Statistics on the Forum tell us that over the past 15 months 70 
messages have been published on 25 different topics. These 
cover such subjects as a query about exhibition protectors , 
the identification of a Dahomey postmark, a 

(continued on page 43) 
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A Design From Paris, 1870 

by Ashley Lawrence FRPSL 
This article demonstrates how a single cover can lead to most interestiung discoveries and will perhaps encourage more of 
us to examine our covers to see whether we can learn more about the senders and recipients. The article first appeared in 
TEXT', the journal of the Textile Society. 

The eBay Letter 

Surprising items turn up on eBay. Some years ago, I was at- folded so as to fonn an envelope. 
tracted by this letter, written on light brown paper and 

" : ....... 

Figure 1: The address side of the letter (reduced) 
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As a postal historian, I was excited by the postmark, Paris, 
second collection, 15th March 1870. The letter was post
ed from Paris just a few weeks before France declared war 
on Prussia, with catastrophic consequences. Within a few 
months, the armies of the Emperor Napoleon III would suffer 
humiliating defeat at Sedan, and the French capital would be 
besieged, bombarded, and starved into surrender. 

The letter had been posted at the Place de la Madeleine. 

France & Colonies PS Joumal- March 2014 

There was no stamp on the letter (it might have been re
moved in transit, or later), but the boxed PD mark showed 
that postage had been 'paid to destination', and there was 
a postmark on the reverse which showed that the letter had 
duly arrived at Halifax the following day. 

I was also fascinated by the hand-painted decorative pat
tern, and by the notes for suggested colours carefully writ
ten in pencil on the reverse of the letter. 

Figure 2: The design o/the letter (reduced) 

The V &A 

I began my research by sending a copy of the letter to the 
Textile department of the Victoria and Albert museum. The 
then Curator, Jennifer Wearden, and more recently the present 
Curator, Edwina Ehrman, and her colleague, Roisin Inglesby, 
could not have been more helpful. They identified the art
work as a textile design, based upon patterns found on 16th 
century Turkish Ushak carpets, and suggested that the design 
was probably intended for use in the manufacture of a large 
rug or carpet. They told me that variations on this type of 

design were popular in Britain throughout the second half of 
the 19th century. French designs were held in high esteem, 
and instead of commissioning British designs, many British 
manufacturers bought or copied designs from France which 
were then made up for the domestic and export markets . 

This particular design was best suited for a huge rug, a 
'one-off' piece for covering the parquet floor in a fashionable 
Paris salon. rather than for the manufacture of multiple car
pets bearing a continuous pattern. Each square of the design 
represented a square section of the finished product. 
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Mr. Archibald McCallum 

The carpet connection was con finned by the infonnation 
which I gleaned from the 1871 census. Mr. Archibald Mc
Callum lived at 26, Savile Park Terrace, in Halifax. He had 
been born in Argyllshire in Scotland, was aged 56 and a 
widower. His occupation was 'Designer of Carpet Patterns, 
employing two men and six boys'. The other occupant at 
that address was his housekeeper, Ellen Sutcliffe, a widow, 
age 49. 

The vendor who had sold the letter on eBay told me that he 
had bought it in a garage sale in Massachusetts in the USA 
some years ago. He thought it might have come from the 
home of an elderly lady, Mrs. Edna McCallum. The census 
records provided an explanation - Archibald had done the 
right thing by his housekeeper Ellen, and married the lass. 
I surmised that after his retirement or death, she (and per
haps their son Daniel, who was also a carpet designer) had 
emigrated to the USA, taking some of Archibald's working 
papers from the north of England, and settled in the Berk
shire Hills of western Massachusetts late in the 19th century. 
Years later, my vendor had bought the McCallum's effects in 
a garage sale, and decided to dispose of this letter on eBay. 

There was further evidence of Archibald McCallum's en
terprise. In March and December 1871, he filed designs for 
carpet patterns with the United States Patent Office. It may 
have been difficult to trade with France in 1871, in the im
mediate aftennath of the Franco-Gennan War, and this may 
have persuaded him to look to the USA. 

Crossleys 

The British Carpet Foundation and local historians infonned 
me that, in 1870, the pre-eminent manufacturer of carpets 
in Yorkshire was John Crossley and Sons Limited of Dean 
Clough Mills in Halifax. Crossleys had been founded in or 
about 1803, and had survivied as a family finn for seven gen
erations before becoming part of an international conglomer
ate of carpet manufacturers. To my chagrin, I learned that 
the Crossley factory in Halifx had closed in the 1970s, and 
that many of the early records of the company had been dis
persed or destroyed. -

Some of the surviving Crossley company records are held 
at West Yorkshire Archives in Calderdale, near Halifax. I 
obtained a detailed catalogue - there are some 960 boxes 
of files! - but so far as I can see there are no pattern books 
or records of carpet designs. Nor does the archive list the 
names of any of the designers who worked for the company, 
or contain details of any of its French clients or customers 
during the 1870s. An article about the successful introduc
tion of steam-powered looms at Crossleysl describes McCal
lum (spelt McCullum in the article) as their designer, but it is 
not clear if he was employed by the company or worked on 
a freelance basis. 

By a stroke of good fortune, I was put in touch with Nick 
Crossley of Avena Carpets . This company had acquired a 
great number of designs from the old Crossley factory , but 
these were mainly post- 1918, too recent to be of help with 
my research. However, Mr. Crossley was able to confinn 
several important details. He wrote: 

I Jacobs , Betram, The Story of British Carpets , published in Carpet Re
view, London , 1968. 
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The design bears all the hallmarks of a 27"figured 
Wilton carpet design. If the pencil squares are taken 
as containing a 10 x 10 grid, then the design is at 
260 sett, which are both standard for the period. 
The design involves 5 colours and no more, also 
the standard maximumfor a Wilton loom. 

Since the design is painted in minature, this also 
accords with it originating in Paris. I have seen 
designs from the Woodward Grosvenor archive, 
many of which are thought to have come from 
design studios in Paris, and they are all in this 
minature format. 

To my astonishment and delight, Mr. Crossley applied his 
skill in cut and paste to the scan of my design. His illustra
tion shows what the design would look like with 2 x 27 inch 
widths sewn together. 

Yvonne Smith, the archivist at Brintons Carpets limited, 
has Woodward Grosvenor hand-painted designs which date 
back to the 1790s. She agreed that my letter showed a design 
which was fashionable during the period 1860-1870s, and 
there are similar examples in the Brinton archives . She was 
surprised that the design on paper had survived; most manu
facturers regarded such paper designs as work patterns that 
were unlikely to remain in fashion or be needed for long, and 
tended to destroy them after a while. 

Mr. Lewis 

The notes on the letter mention 'Mr. Lewis'. Nick Crossley 
con finned that at that time there was a Lewis family of at 
least two generations who were very close to the Crossley 
brothers, and managed large parts of the mills. It is possible 
that the pencilled notes were written onto the design after the 
letter arrived in Halifax , and were instructions to the weavers 
who would be working the looms. 

Yvonne Smith of Brintons was able to amplify the family 
history. John Lewis and John Brinton had fonned a partner
ship, Brinton and Lewis, in Kiddenninster, in 1858. Both 
men were related to the Crossleys of Halifax: they were 
the nephew and brother-in-law respectively of Sir Frances 
Crossley. By 1869, shortly before my letter was written, 
John Lewis had joined Crossleys in Halifax. Three years 
later, in 1872, he left his uncle's mill and opened his own 
business in Halifax. 

The Paris Connection 

If the making of the rug was commissioned by a person in 
Paris, my researches so far have not succeeded in establish
ing his or her identity, nor the location of the salon which was 
to become its home. If the principal was an Englishman who 
was living in or near Paris at the time, then a few possible 
candidates come to mind. 

The wealthy Richard Seymour-Conway, 4th Marquis of 
Hertford (1800-1870) was the owner of the Chateau de Baga
telle in the Bois de Boulogne, and also had a large apartment 
at 2 , rue Laffitte, where he displayed his substantial collec
tions of works of art, sculpture and porcelain. 

His illegitimate son and heir, Richard Wallace (1818-1890) 
was a philanthropist who provided drinking fountains and 
ambulances, and made substantial donations to the poor and 
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Figure 3: The mock-up of the design (reduced) 

needy during the siege of Paris. I had come across Rich
ard Wallace in my postal history studies of the Paris Balloon 
Posts of 1870-71. In recognition of his generosity, the 66th 
mail-carrying balloon was named after him, but the flight 
was ill-fated, and Le Richard Wallace and her pilot, Emile 
Lacaze, perished in the Atlantic off the coast of Arcachon. 
The furniture, works of art and other collections made by 
Richard Wallace and his father in Paris are now housed in 
the Wallace Collection in Manchester Square, London. The 
Curator, Jeremy Warren, was unable to relate the design to 
any of the carpets in The Wallace Collection, but he kindly 
suggested other avenues of enquiry for which I am grateful. 

John Bowes (1811-1885) and his actress-wife, Josephine 
Countess of Montalbo, were passionate art collectors who 
had made their home at the Chateau du Barry in Louveci
ennes, and in 1870 were living in an apartment at 7, rue de 
Berlin (now 7, rue de Liege) in Paris. Their possessions are 
now on display at the Bowes Museum at Barnard Castle, 
County Durham. Joanna Hashagen, the keeper of Fashion 
and Textiles, has advised me that the Bowes Museum spe
cialises in flat-weave carpets, rather than the Axminsterl 
Wilton types for which the design in my letter would have 
been intended. 

Isaac Holden (1808-1897), originally from Paisley, made 
his mark in the wool trade in Bradford. The company, Lister 

and Holden, which he formed with Lord Samuel Lister of 
Masham (1815-1906) set up a mill in St. Denis , near Paris, 
and two factories in France, and became the largest wool 
combing firm in the world. His daughter, Mary Holden, 
married Henry Illingworth of Whetley mills, one of the larg
est factories in Bradford, and she spent much of her life in 
Paris where the family maintained an apartment, and in the 
South of France. Mary was a client of the couturier Charles 
Frederick Worth, and some of her costumes are displayed in 
Leeds Museum. 

I remain in touch with the curators of these and other mu
seums, and hope to find out whether the carpet was actually 
made and brought to Paris, and how it fared during the Siege , 
the Commune and later upheavals . This has been a most 
enjoyable exercise in social history, and I am very grateful to 
the many experts who have helped so willingly with my re
search over these past ten years. lowe a special debt of grati
tude to my friend Maurice Tyler, the past editor of the Journal 
of the France and Colonies Philatelic Society, for his encour
agement. I have mentioned others among my benefactors in 
this article, but there are many more, and my thanks to you 
all. If any readers can suggest further lines of enquiry or shed 
further light upon the design or the background to this letter, 
I would be most grateful. 
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The Second World War in 

Alsace-Moselle 
by Stanley J. Luft 
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Many members of the Society are surely old enough to 
remember and perhaps even have served during the 1939-
1945 War. For this reason, and because this article is a purely 
philatelic one and not a historical treatise, I shall keep the 
historical aspects as brief as possible. More to the point, the 
article serves mainly to annotate the many covers being shown 
here, all of which reside in one of my exhibits. Though this 
particular exhibit will never earn a gold award (too crowded , 
not expensive enough), I feel the material deserves to be 
noted here if only for the way it describes the postal events 
of this limited comer of the War. 

Alsace was more a figment in the mind of the French people 
than a political entity, and had not existed as such since the 
early 1790s. In 1939 as now, it consisted of the Departments 
of Bas-Rhin, Haut-Rhin, and the tiny Territory of Belfort. 
The Department of Moselle, in what was previously the 
north-eastern part of Lorraine, was its only part to be 
annexed into the Third Reich. Its other departments ( Meuse, 
Meurthe-et-Moselle, Vosges) were considered too French in 
character and language to be incorporated successfully into 
Greater Germany. For this reason, there will be no more to 
say about them here, other to note that they became part of 
the Occupied Zone of France. 

The Second World War began as German forces invaded 
Poland on 1 September 1939. On the 3rd, France, Great 
Britain, and Canada declared war on Germany. France had 
only begun full general mobilization that summer and was 
little prepared for a major war. 
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Haut
Rhin 

French troops received the free franchise only on 28 August 
1939 (Figs. I and 2). Unlike military mail, which was 
censored for only the last few months before France fell (Fig 
3), civilian mail was censored as of 26 August, even before 
the start of the war (Figs. 4 and 5). Civilian mail was still 
functioning-at least in the Haut-Rhin Department to the 
very end (Fig. 6). 

In Alsace, civilians began to be evacuated from Strasbourg 
and its suburbs to the presumed safety of southwestern France 
at the end of October (Fig. 7).1 

Provisional payment markings of locally made markings, 
for lack of postage stamps, and provisional town markings, 
such as rail-station, straight-lines, replacing lost town date 
stamps, appear to have been used only in un annexed Lor
raine. There, mail from France, at varying times from June 
onward, was suspended and marked "Inadmissible", "Rela
tions Suspended / Return to Sender" (where at all possible).2 
Alsace and Moselle had to fend for themselves, with no mail 
service, until the August 1940 arrival of German stamps and 
markings 

Some useful dates follow from Eisenbach3 and other 
sources: 

17 June 1940: German troops enter Metz and 
Strasbourg; France falls 18 June; 

20 June: some post offices open, including Metz, 
but only for ordinary internal mail (not to France nor 
Germany); 
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22 June: Armistice signed, effective 25 June; 

17 July: Moselle Dienstpost, a free-franked para
military municipal postal service begins, gradually replaced 
from 21 August by the Reichpost. 

15 August: Alsace-Moselle become special prov
inces of the Third Reich; overprinted Hindenburg stamps 
issued that day; provisional rubber-stamp town cachets, usu
ally with purple or black alcohol-based inks, make their ap
pearance; 

21 August: ordinary mail to Germany permitted, at 
first very briefly (rare) at French foreign rate of 2F50, then 
at domestic French rate of 1 F or German of 12 pf' ; 

23 August: last day of permissible use of mixed 
French and German stamps; 

25 August: last day of tolerated use of French date 
stamps; 

late August: round, definitive, germanized date 
stamps first appear, gradually replace the rubber-stamp town 
names; 

6 October: German railroad (Ambulant) markings 
appear, replaced by definitive metal ones from 1 October 
1941 ; 

8 October 1940: use of French language and first 
names forbidden from this date; 

1 January 1941 : "volunteer" workers accepted; 

1 January 1942: definitive Hitler stamps replace 
the overprinted issues, formalizing the complete annexation 
of Alsace into Baden and of Moselle into the Westmark; 

19 August 1942: obligatory military service for 
Alsace-Moselle men 18 years and older (the Malgres-Nous) 
primarily for service on the Russian front . 

Total German Administration 1940·1944 

French soldiers, deserted by their leaders, were herded into 
POW camps throughout the German Reich, including some 
in Alsace-Moselle camps which included recently abandoned 
fortified French barracks. Frontstalags, or temporary hold
ing areas behind the front , were used at first . Straight-line 
Kriegsfangenenpost , generally in red, denoted prisoners' free 
franchise (Fig. 8). With increased German resourcefulness, 
POW s were incarcerated in Stalags for enlisted men and non
coms (Fig. 9) and Oflags for officers. All POW mail was cen
sored.4 German military mail, generally uncensored, usually 
bore the eagle holding a swastika symbol of the Feldpost, plus 
town date stamps and various other markings; ordinary mail 
required no postage . Feldpost mail from "malgres-nous", the 
unfortunate Alsace-Moselle conscripts on the Russian front 
and elsewhere other than in France (Fig. 10) was subject to 
censorship. 

Dienstpost (Fig. 11) and the later Reichpost municipal mail 
used whatever town markings and stationery was available , 
and usually required no postage. 

Unaccepted mail to neutral countries (Fig. 12) not allied to 
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or within the sphere of influence of Greater Germany were 
commonly returned to sender, usually after having been cen
sored . 

Between 15 and 25 August 1940, French stamps were tol
erated and could still be used, alone or in combination with 
overprinted Hindenburg stamps (Fig. 13). Most surviving 
covers are simple philatelic souvenirs. Similarly, French date 
stamps remained in use (Fig. 14) until replaced by German 
ones, at least into Autumn 1940. 

Provisional rubber-stamp town cachets, within or with
out rectangular boxes, appeared from August 1940, cance
ling Hindenburg stamps that had been overprinted Elfass 
and Lothringen , were issued beginning 15 August (Fig . 15). 
These were gradually replaced, a few as early as late Au
gust, by the definitive, circular metal date stamps (Fig. 16). 
Postal agencies (secondary post offices) are recognized by 
being separated by a line under the name of their supervising 
post office, which were the only ones allowed to cancel the 
stamps (Fig . 17). 

The overprinted Hindenburg stamps were suppressed on 
1 January 1942 and replaced by regular German definitives 
(Fig. 18) upon formal annexation of Elsass and Lothringen 
into Baden and the Westmark respectively. However regular 
German stamps are known to have been used earlier, alone or 
in combination with the overprinted stamps (Fig. 19) . 

Oversize illustrated date stamps were provided to a number 
of towns for propaganda purposes or to promote tourism 
and special events (Fig. 20). My earliest example is dated 2 
December 1940, on Elsass overprinted stamps; earlier dates 
may exist as well. They also appear on free-franked covers. 

Meter imprints (Fig. 21) exist for a number of towns . My 
earliest example is dated 13 August 1941. I don't know 
whether they were provided centrally or made locally. Only a 
limited number of machines and machine cancels were used 
in the annexed areas (Fig. 22) . My earliest example is dated 
3 April 1941. 

Railway mail (Bahnpost) is indicated by a large double
line oval, at first usually rubber-stamped (Fig. 23) ; they show 
the two terminals of the line in the middle and train number 
(Zug) at the bottom; the first markings appeared 6 October 
1940 These were replaced, from 1 October 1941 , by slightly 
smaller type metal single-line oval definitives, with terminals 
at top and train number plus date in lower part (Fig. 24). 

The use of packet cards expanded greatly under German 
rule. Rates varied greatly according to weight and distance 
zones, augmented by 15 pfennig for home delivery, 1 Reich
mark for urgent delivery, and 10 pfennig per 500 Reichmark 
declared value insurance. Total charge and weight in kilo
grams are noted in the small box in lower left comer of the 
card. For some as yet unexplained reason, Lothringen cards 
are far scarcer than Elsass ones. Two examples of Lothringen 
cards, from 1941 (Fig. 25) and 1944 (Fig. 26), bearing time
appropriate stamps and town markings are shown here. 

A now scarce French packet form of the time is shown here 
(Fig. 27) because of transit and delivery contrasts . It was 
sent 2 October 1943 to a probably forced labourer in Wiirt
temberg as a 2 kilogram "care" or necessities package, from 
Reims to Germany via Nancy and the French railway system 
(in France it was the railways that handled packages and not 
the posts) , fully prepaid and with customs declaration af-
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=: ed. Once it reached Strasburg (11 October transit postal 
stamp), it continued within Germany via the posts. 

Liberation and Postwar Problems 

B mid-1944, the German war effort finally began to fray, 
along with the quality of writing paper and postal forms. The 
liberation of Alsace-Lorraine, by U.S . forces 5 (Figs. 28, 29a 
and 29b) and the French 2nd Armored Division (Fig. 30) 
began in November 1944. Some end of 1944 French civilian 
mail could very well exist, but is surely rare (souvenir covers 
excepted). Any such private mail was suspended by a 4 
December 1944 order of the Allied High Command, which 
also made German stamps no longer valid for postage. A 
period of restricted civilian mail followed, made necessary 
by wartime destruction of roads, bridges, railways, rolling 
stock and post offices, lack of French currency and stamps, 
and to remaining pockets of last-ditch German resistance. 
Therefore, only official (Fig. 31) and military (Fig . 32) mail 
could be sent, .by bicycle and automobile, until 18 March 
1945 and only for cards. Letters, only up to 20 grams, could 
be sent from 25 April in Moselle and from 3 May in Alsace.6 

Reasonably normal mail traffic resumed by 14 May in 
Moselle and 24 May 1945 in Alsace. 

Among the German-held resistance pockets was the 
Colmar Pocket, to which remnants of the German XIX Army 
retreated, and which was invested from 20 January 1945 
(Fig . 33) until it was liberated on 2 February by the French 
5th Armoured Division. 

Provisional registry etiquettes and markings were 
reintroduced in Alsace-Moselle long after their liberation , 
locally as late as 1949.7 Figure 34 shows a German etiquette 
with the (Oberels) crossed out. Provisional hand-stamped 
registry markings, which appeared by June 1945, were 
printed in upright letters (Fig. 35) for major post offices, and 
slanted letters (Fig. 36) for lesser ones , though other locally
made variants exist (Figs. 37 and 38). 

Rural postal agencies and their dashed hexagonal date 
stamps were reintroduced in Alsace, replacing the prewar 
solid-lined hexagons, right after the war (Fig. 39) . French 

censorship of the mail continued, albeit sporadically and 
irregularly, according to sender and to destination, after May 
1945 (Fig. 40) until well into 1946 and occasionally even 
later. 

And now it was the tum of German prisoners to enter into 
POW camps 8 (Figs. 41 and 42) . Many were not repatriated 
until 1948 , even later if accused of having had Nazi 
connections . 

By the Year 1948 , the French postal system had largely 
returned to its prewar normalcy, and we may now let the 
postal history of Alsace-Moselle rest peacefully. 

Endnotes 

I see Note in France & Colonies Philatelist, N° 256, 
April 1999. 

2 for details, see Dr. A Camboulives and Col. J. Reaux, 
"Les Inadmis de 1940-44"; Coil. Lyonnais N° 26 (1975). 

3 Claude Eisenbach, "La Poste en Alsace-Moselle 
Annexees , Juillet-Aout 1940"; Feuilles Marcophiles N° 274 
(1993), pp. 16-20. 

4 much useful information on postal markings of the 
period can be found in "La Poste en Alsace 1940-1945"; 
Catalogue SPAL (1986) . 

5 Russ Carter, "Numbered Army & Air Force Post Office 
Locations, vol. 1, the Military Postal History Society, (n.d.). 

6 Andre Peine, "Les moyens de recomrnandation 
provisioires en Alsace Lorraine 1945-1949"; pub\. by SPAL 
(1990), p, 23; and Jean-Pierre Bournique, personal comrnun ., 
14 April 2003 . 

7 Peine, op. cit. 

8 Michel Frick, "Les depots des prisoniers de guerre de 
l' Axe en Alsace et en Moselle (1945-1948)", publ. by SPAL 
(2002) . 

Fig . 1. Mulhouse 31 August 39. Cachet of the Secondary Centre f or the Mobilization of Artillery. 
Mulhouse to Epinal. Vosges . 

" ... telephone calls beyond the limits of the Department are now prohibited ... .. . 
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Fig. 2, right. Postes aux Armies Jl9 , 4 
September 39, to Mulhouse; ref franchise 
cachet of navy at Strasbourg, from Chief 
Quartermaster of Rhine River patrol; " ... mail 
already infrequent and slow ...... 

Fig. 3, above. Rothau, Bas-Rhin, 28 February 40, to another 
soldier; opened and examined by censor SC296 at Strasbourg. 

Fig. 4, right. Fouday, Bas-Rhin postal agency, 9 September 39, 
to England. Censor tape and cachets of Censorship Commission 
CE at Colmar central centre. 

France & Colonies PS Joumal- March 2014 
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24 

eel AR 
R.ouNORD 

144 0

• 

Fig.5 . both above. Colmar branch PO, 15 June 40, to Swiss Red Cross, registered at 5F(overpaid 50c); 
German censor sealing band (at Frankfurt) and cachet on verso, Geneva 23 August 40 backstamp. 
Cover indicates continued operation of some French posts in occupied Aisace just prior to the fall of 
France . (Note German writing by sender). 
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.. 
"'" 

flU tl4H.r. II. au k./<" 

. /~ ~4A-
~. J.c /a.u J • .(it.~ 

Fig .6. Strasbourg branch PO. 3 October 39 
to Biarritz. 6 November arrival back stamp; 
blue cachet of Commission for Transport and 
Evacuation [of civilians and other critical 
personnel]. 

If(~r.. 

Fig . 7. Frontstalag at Colmar; red 
Kriegsgefangenenpost; censor band and 
censor cachet across flap; docketed 24 
July 40 arrival at Ie Mans 

Au 
A 

~ ;r-
Gebiibrenfreil Franwde port! 

Aboeode .. 
Expediteu .. 

,Vor- und Zunamo. 
Nom e:t pr~DOID ,,--t 
?Ec:.Of/~X ' /t!4q 

t7 
Gelangeneonummer, J rf 0 P 
No. d. pritoGaier ; 

[iger-Be.elcbnuol!! 
Nom da camp 

~ i!< r .. ~~l~ml!Rce~~~r t;.t",r 
-----'" Deutsc laD3' {Ailemagne 

Empf. ngsort : C f If BE:? It f-
Lieu de des lination 

Strane: ..LA /'1A (:.&-0 ..... 6 TTE --
Land: !/dJ/J-Ecf _ Fltr9iVq? 
Lande. leil (Pro'Yio& usw.) 
D,p" 

Fig , 8. 6 March 42. from (and exmined at) Stalag Xllfat Bolchen. Lothringen (ex-Lorraine) 
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B i n soh ~. i b e B 

Weltl"!lleldeamt 

B 1 s en a c • / ! hur . ••.... ________ .a _____ . __ _ 

Fig. 10. 31 October 43 from a 
'malgres-nous' on the Russian 
front, Feldpost No . 191985, to 
MUlhausen(=Mulhouse); pair 
military-franchise airmail etiquettes 
for 2x (5-10gm) letter. 

" 

II' 

,. i ., 

egierungs Forstamt 

, 
\ . 

METZ 

An d!:lS 

Kreisbauamt 

're1 durGh Ab18sung Re10h 

I ::;= I B ole he n / Lothr • 
====:"'===:=::;:::==:::: 

Fig. 9. Feldpost No. 677, 
- sector 28513 of 230th Anti

Tank Section, 267th Infantry 
Regiment, 94th Division, at 
Nancy, registered to ThUringia . 

Fig. 11 . Lothringen Dienspostfrom Metz , 11 October 40; blue Feldpost cachet; all French terms crossed out in 
blue; blue diagonal lines indicate free-franchise service . 
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Fig. 12. Alkoping, Sweden , 12 November 
41 to Strassburg; German censor and 
Return to Sender handstamps; Strassburg 
arrival/return date stamp. 

r "7""7-'\ 
.<... '1] 5 ' , 

o 
._j l \.. ' 

;t,j~ ~UL- I~~~~ 
;f~ ·ft~ $~--d~ 

::tf~~ -~~/_ 
~ j/ 

Fig. 14. Retained Loudrefing, Moselle 
postal agency, 25 August 40 (last day 
permissable usage) of mixed franking , 
almost surely philatelic . 

France & Colonies PS loumal - March 2014 

Fig. 13. Retained Talnge , Moselle postal 
agency hexagon, 23 October 40; 12pf Ix 
domestic rate to Strassburg. (Note the 
French spelling - a no-no!) by sender. 
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J 

~ 
I 

Fig. 16. Pftrt(ex-Ferette, Haut-Rhin}, 14 October 
40; 24pf x2 domestic letter. 

Firma G. 

28 

HE±'PNER 

Tr ansportsesellschaft 

Str&s s burC;-!~ )vdor.r 
- !-:-:-:- : 

Kolmar'e :rstras!: o f ) 

Fig. IS. Rubber-stamped i ettingen 
(Ob[er) Els[ass} [= Haut-Rhin} , 
registered and correctly franked 42pf at 
the now domestic rate to Baden; 
4 November 40 arrival back stamp. 

Fig. 17. MUlhausen (Els) 2, 1 
February 41; seldom seen orange 
declared value etiquette of MUlhausell 
3 on 79gm bank mail (20-2S0gm letter 
at 24pf plus money letter fee of SOp} 
plus insurance at JOpj/SOODM ar 
140pf = 214pf, correct exact postage 
applied! 
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SPAR- UNO DARLEHNSKAS~ , 
. / • •. B. m. u. H. 

Fig. 18. Singrist rubber-stamped marking 
of postal dependency of Zabern (Els) (ex
Saverne. Bas-Rhin); 13 February 42. 12pf 
letter. 

---1:. . ,-
In ......... _ .. lv..!.. ........ L .. l:-.................. ... .................. .. 

1=1c:~c:c:ic:l"he 

•••••••••• 
~DtfdJ~ RddJ.bolJ11 

~!,pr¢6Dut 

_ ~n&~Ufa~f~t~~_U.:~ _ •. ~~) 
, ...... t·· ... - ·-·---... ··· ~· · ····~· "···· · · · ;. ·· ·· · ··· 

2Ln 

50t el. III baJI auf bot ~Mf.lt. 
b.ael<tntt.lZl preOQut angefomm.". 
ba. e lt - IU' !Uetmrlbung bee 
tartfm40lgtn l!agttgtlbt. -

bill lum ............ ......... li5funb • ........ 
In "mpfang n.~m.n ",Oatn. 

11_ CnrcteallDirO teem lIUcfeok 
biclef mif bel' Clllll!1III8Ikf4da!Gune 
btf ~!Ia'f II bafeOmkn %leo 
no4r1~eua .. , .. rtibm. aDgdietuf 

(n.~. ~Q.tf.u.). 

_ 3u, 'Voll gtgtb.n 
:nur~ !Boftn lug. n.l1t 

am ............ ......... 19 .... etunb •..... .. 

•••••••••• 

LJ . 1· /' 
j)mn ......... J ... ~.~ ...... /. .... ~ ..... ~~ ..... .... . 

~irma ~ _ 

.......... ......... f...i.E.. ...... ~~ ....... /4~ I 

600 35 'PoRton , fOe &nluf;~ •. ic{ltiouno 1m (!tPf1 

in .............. ~~ ..... ~!!.~.l 

Einschreiben 
Durch Eilbo en 

lossenschaftsba n k 

STRASSBURG 
Alter Welnmarkt 25 

Fig. 19. (left) Farschweiler (Westmark). 14 
January 42, 6pf card rate on formule advertising 
of arrival of express package . 

Fig. 21. (right). Miilhausen 
(Els.); 12 January 41 ; 94pf(correct 
postage) on registered 2x special 
delivery letter to Hannover; 17 
January 41 arrival back stamp. 

~C~&C~~ ~~_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

R Logelbach I! 
675 I' ......... ----...... 

"NC- • .' t".. 

enie Fig . 20. Logelbach (Elsass); 
6 August 4 J; mixed Elsass and German 
stamps; 54pfdometic 2x registered 
letter . 
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Fig. 23. 20 January 43, Metz 
1, 24pf 2x letter with meter 
imprint of Metz branch of 
Dresden Bank. 

Abocndu: .... _ . ......... R'" .. _ ......... . 
SCHREIBE C. m. b. U; 

.r;>.;;.;..~-z~~Mintl'OlwasSufa£r -

Drucksache 

• 

I 
Dresdner Bank 

Filiate Metz 
Rilmerstr. 57159 

Fig. 22. Weissenburg (EIs) , II March 44 on 
formule at 3pf for requesting ration points from 
Point Accountancy office, to Kalmar. (Germany 
beginning to f eel pinched by the war .. .) . 

. olfskirOl.er Uh ltlnwerke A. G. 
Scllum~vr er ~ Trautmann 

~ olf8kirch~n / Elsas8 

I chweiler /Y 

J . l~ 0 rt I .T .... Z_ ..... & Co 

l'EA -F E , N HOFEN 

30 

Fig. 24. Bischweiler postal dependency of 
Hagllenall (EIs) ; 18 April 42; Klussendorf 
machine cancel on 6pf card. 
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..)J Ll.. f xi. i.J" _r 3-v.J~ ... • f c .... . 
F A BRIQUE OE CHAUSSURES 

Fig. 25. Deberach , Unler Elsass, via provisional 
ambulant Haguenall -Zabern to Miilhallsen. 

GODAR FRERES Succ. UEBER.cH (Bas-.Rhin) 

SPACH ~ SOHNE 
BaM- ILHIi. ~ 

~ 

ROT A U i. E I 5 a 55 -
GeschoftSpop\e!! -

Filma GLowa 

1JLHAUS!:n III SasS 

,11dmanastrss se . 3?-3I. 

Fig. 28. Ars (Mosel), 3 July 44, to Strassburg; arrival on 7th 
(mail slowed by Allied bombardments); 65pf for >5 kg (40pf for 
5kg to 2nd zone plus 10 pf for 100 DM declared value plus 15pf 
fo r home delivery). 

POSTE PFAFFENHOFFEN 

II 

• .L. . • 
" il em nn .. t nse t 54/6 ... 

i ..... 1i.J . 

Fig . 26. Rotau (Elsass), via definitive 
ambulant Strassburg-Saal; 3 April 42 to 
Miilhausen , 8pf invoice rate. 

abftn~r ; ~'::'--:'::::'::':--~-'----~-::.:c--~' .=---::-.--::.--. 

N: I H ...... 1m 

rw-~-.-' Ii 
an 5 I 

---y'~-.--------.-------.---.--.--------__ ... __ I 
a. ..... (*'1 ~ ..... ~~ ..... _._._: 

C;o 

Fig. 27. Boxed provisional Niederweiler packet card (and leftover 
French Niderviller etiquette) to Zabern suburb; 18 January 41 
arrival back stamp. 60pt for 8kg (45pf for 7-8 kg plus 15pf for 
home delivery). 
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· · · 
(JInfl~Jm1ng-.!L ... _ .. ___ _ 
(I\-. "'1Ir~ 

Fig. 29b. The German 
rose receipt form. 

-_ ...... -' ...... _ ... _ .. _- ; l'oPPfl= ~otpaf~tfatf~ 
~1Ir. _ _ _ 

: ~4~n~mt: .._ ._ .. __ * ............ .. !IJqrf: ___ .__ .:1'A . ___ J\io' 

Please also refer to Fig. 
29a on the front cover. 

_ .. _._- ... 
. :. 2lbJtnbfr:_ 
. , ........ 

. ; ~~---... -.•. 

.: ~o"r~onfo ~r. __ . ._ .. 
• - $ 
.2ln · · .IW : _. 

· 
-'1.1 ; 

III . 

~oJ!J~mf -_ ... _._ .. _ 

~-~: ~ ---------------r---------------------------'1.1 -~ .... ks l· ~":'." - . !IqIrI~ 

WAR DEPARTMENT 

OFFICIAL BUSINESS 

........ '~--'-.=-==--::=--::§ ~ ~--

::-=:::::= ~ 

'I( Ca 
1);. 10 .... <:> 
V,IS I~ 

~ . hr&U~cr 
~k~otJ9&~~ --

ar Sond ~ce 

366 est d 

Fig. 3D. 
USAPO 768; 
11 January 45; from 222nd 
Infantry Division at Mutzig (Bas
Rhin) . 

... treet 

Chic~ 0 J Illinois 

• ..-P ' • • 
-'='7~ :''- t.b. <...d ........ 

z ~ .... ..:...~~ .... :.-

Fig . 32 right. 'Postes aux 
Armies'. 
II November 44, from BPM 
6 of Leclerk's 2nd Armoured 
Division, prior to their retaking 
of Sa verne , to England. US 5c 
international rate ; US Army 
censorship. 
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Fig . 31 above. 
US APO 44; 2 March 45. 
44th Infantry Divisionfinance 
officer 's mailing of essential 
payroll, located at Ingwiller 
(Bas-Rhin); 54c postage = 9x 
concessionary rate. 
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Fig. 34. Metz, 27 March 45; from corporal 
in 30th Dismounted Chasseur Battalion, and 
obligatory blue unit commander s franchise 
cachet. 

m1.,.,iat CDrukrllnktukallllt 

• ,,. Stdt- •. (Ilnbkrtill KolIIllU 

@ •• , ..... 1m E.sa.s 
~eII \8 
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Fig. 33. Altkirch, Haut-Rhin. 31 
December 1944 (a safeguard, previously 
hidden postal device?) , on social-security 
receipt form (having been certified as alive 
on 18 December by the mayor of Grenz!) . 

Fig . 35. Kilmar local mail at 
8pf. 12 January 45. 17b in 
circle control marking: prior to 
the start of the encirclement of 
the Kalmar Pocket. 
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MAIRIE DE M,T?: ACH tRAUT·RRIN, 

- 'm -"8'fIWSBOURG 

18 .P180e de 18 Cathadrale. 

S'fRJ.SBOURG • 
.. _ ................... -_ .. .. , _._ ... _ .... __ .... _-

Fig. 36. Wesserling. IJ July 45. 
with Oberals crossed out of German 
etiquette; 1x registered letter at 
6F to Strasbourg (1 March 1945 
tariff). 

Fig. 37. Provisional registry marking 
of Schiltigheim. Bas-Rhin (upright 
letters). 20 August 47. Mss LR 0806 
(lettre recommandee). 20F postage UOn~1eur 1e Chef de Gare do 18 
(1 July 1947 tariff). 

P R I S / I3 'me 

34 

'"-.. --" 

.. .... r!ltwta-i~~~J!I_~ 
J~,lli/~~"lYMt~ 
~~ .......... ~ .............. -........ -............. . 

del Maire. 
FraacDlae 

•• ............. n ••••••• _ . .... _ ............................................ _ ..... . ... _ 

Fig. 38. Kintzheim. Bas-Rhin postal 
agency (slanted letters) . 
13 September 45. to Swiss Red Cross. 
LR 0295. 8F international postage 
(1 February 1942 tariff) . 
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Fig . 39. Locally-made registry marking of 
Aumetz, Moselle. /2 January 46 . 
Mss /830 . The same rate asfor fig ure 38. 

-vw--.c_..............v ~ ~ 

~~. 4 . Co . A 

C.bBh ...... frel J 
Lt F, ...... . 

.me /, 
No.. ----.. -.--.. - .. - .. 

~~~:t1Zr.d __ ._ ...... ___ .... _ ... ____ . __ 

~~k:u:una .. N· _ ..... _ .... _ ......... ____ _ 
Adr ...... 

(I) Nlch' ntrel'eadn dutch ltrct6c. 
Ray. la IIIcatlou la .tlla. 

ZOGe l'ranz5aI.lbe { Nord - No'" 
F~ sad •• -5_ 

Olf.rreld! - AIIIIicAe 
Amert9 nladle - Am_rico;" 
[rtgll . c:f1e - An.I,. .... 
Ruallacbe - R...ae 

Fig. 42. Openformule . 28 February 47. 
Censored at Camp No. 20/ at Epinal, Vosges; 
to USA. 
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J.~.~ 
c: -f~ j L-_______________ _ ____ ~ 

Fig. 40. Gunsbach, Haut-Rhin postal 
agency. 30 June 45 to England at 4F. French 
censorship P A. Y. (green) and sealing band 
applied at Paris. 

Fig. 41. Open, pre-J940 German POW 
fo rmu/e. J 7 February 1946 (internal 
date)from BeIJort POW Depot 87 (Cross 
of Lorraine censorship marking), to 
family at Liegnitz. 

: ..•........... -;;; .. _ ...•..•. _ .. __ .............................................. _ ............ _ .............. _ ......... _ ................. -.... . 

All figures have been reduced to 
75 % of the original size. 

; LI ... d. d •• Un.UOD . _ .•. _. __ ... _ ................ _._ ....... _ .. . 
_ . \ Empfangaort 

R~: . , Str .... .......... - .... _ .. _ ......... - ............. _ .. _ .......... _ .. -...... . 

FRANIIO O~ PORT ~~~I~d l .oem.nt : ....... - ............... - ........ - .......... -. 

e.bllh,.."f,.., 1 
D~p.rtem.n l . __ .. _._ ..... __ ........ . 
LandcsteU. Provtnl . D 5 . • • 
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Meeting Reports 
LONDON MEETING, WEDNESDAY 
20 NOVEMBER 2013 Report by Mick Bister 

French Colonies: Cameroun and Mauritania 
Presented by Stephen Holder. 

Stephen set the scene by giving a brief description of the 
military history of Cameroun prior to and during the early 
stages of World War 1. Further background notes were 
supplied in an informative leaflet handed out to the members 
present. 

Stephen outlined the military campaign in the German 
colony which lasted from September 1914 to February 1916 
after which the colony was divided into two separate British 
and French administrative regions . Two 1915 campaign 
covers to France and Gabon were shown cancelled Trisor et 
Postes aux Armies . 

The first two sets of stamps were displayed, mint and used, 
and on both unsurfaced and chalky paper. The first set, 
issued in 1915 during the military campaign , consisted of the 
stamps of Gabon overprinted Corps Expiditionaire Franco
Anglais CAMEROUN. The second set, issued in 1916 after 
the French occupation, comprised stamps of French Congo 
and Middle Congo overprinted CAMEROUN Occupation 
Franraise, initially applied locally and later in Paris. A final 
series, overprinted simply CAMEROUN to mark the French 
mandate agreed at the 1920 Treaty of Versailles , was issued 
in 1921. Stephen highlighted an example of the unlisted 15c 
Paris overprint on chalky paper and illustrated the continued 
use of German stationary represented by a 1918 German 
parcel card franked with the Wc value and a 40c on a 1916 
cover with a German registration label. Two other fascinating 
covers showed the use of un-overprinted stamps used in the 
Cameroun during a six week shortage in Duala in 1921 . 

The display continued with examples of the first Cameroun 
pictorials used up to the outbreak of World War n. Mail 
displayed showed a variety of censor and postal markings 
with evidence of both French and British censorship. A 
particularly attractive item was a 1941 cover to the UK 
struck with an example of a ' negative' Controle Postal 
cachet. Stephen related how in August 1940, following 
attacks on Douala and Yaounde, General Leclerc deposed 
the Vichy governor and declared the colony Free French. 
Leclerc authorised the overprintingCAMEROUN FRAN9AlS 
27.8.40. and Stephen showed a magnificent block of eight 
of the 70c value on a 1941 cover with the 'closed 4' , 'no 
full stop' and 'comma instead of full stop ' varieties. Stephen 
continued with examples of covers sent from smaller offices . 
Some smaller office cancellations are very scarce as is the 
correct usage of postage due stamps. A wonderful example 
was a 1944 un stamped cover from Sangmelima with a 3f 
Taxe cancelled Lolodorf. 

Stephen closed the first half of his display with a wealth 
of railway mail cancelled by 'wrigglies' (wavy line cachets), 
paquebot and airmail covers including items franked with 
the Dulac issues printed by Harrison and Sons in London . 

The second half opened with the distribution of another 
informative leaflet, this time on Mauritanie. Stephen 
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explained that due to the inhospitable nature of the territory the 
postal service during the early years of colonial development 
in the 1900s did not exist beyond military transport which 
consisted of horses and camels as motorised vehicles did 
not arrive until the 1920s. When the civil postal service was 
inaugurated in 1906 it was under the authority of the Director 
of Posts at Sant-Louis in neighbouring Senegal. 

The first stamps issued were the French West African se
ries depicting Geneal Faidherbe, Palm Trees and Governor
General Balley. With a very limited European presence in 
the territory and with an illiterate population, items from 
the early period are rare. Nevertheless Stephen was able to 
show us military mail including the only known examples of 
a Selibaby cancellation in red on a Wc Faidherbe franking a 
1906 cover from the Cercle du Brakna to Paris. Stephen also 
showed the use of the Wc Faidherbe and a 20c Palm Trees 
bisect on a cover to Bordeaux - clearly a philatelic confection 
but nevertheless accepted by the postal authorities . 

In 1915 the first of the famous Camel Riders series was 
issued and Stephen treated us to a mint and used, postal sta
tionery and booklets. In addition to the philatelic 'complete 
set' covers sent to stamp dealers who required used copies 
for their stock books , Stephen showed us a range of colourful 
covers including one with a block of 8 of the Wc + 5c Red 
Cross overprint from Kafdi to Paris and a selection of rates 
including a registered parcel label franked at 4f20 and sent 
from Saint-Louis to Saint-Etienne. 

The display closed with an array of airmail covers starting 
with the extremely scarce Atar military test flights to Saint
Louis. An example was to be seen from each test flight dated 
31 March, 12 April and 12 July 1934. Stephen alerted us 
to the fact that such covers have no special markings and 
can only be identified by the date of departure and the cor
responding date of arrival. It was noted that several mem
bers were quickly scribbling down this information to check 
against their own collections at home. 

Mick Bister thanked Stephen for making the long journey 
in order to give the members yet another outstanding evening 
of philately and postal history. Those present had been both 
informed and entertained but, above all, given the opportu
nity to see extremely attractive and rare material from two 
lesser known colonies. 

Apologies from: Godfrey Bowden , Derek Richardson , 
Michael Round, Hans Smith , Maurice Tyler. 

Guest attending was Nicholas Holder. 

Attendees: Maurice Adler, Len Barnes, Mick Bister, Michael 
Ensor, Michael Fairhead, John Hammonds, Chris Hitchen , 
Stephen Holder, John Parmenter, Barbara Priddy, Michael 
Wright. 

NORTHERN GROUP MEETING, SATURDAY, 
23, NOVEMBER 2013 Report by Stephen Holder. 

We held our latest meeting here at Heaton Royds as a 
replacement for the cancelled meeting of 12 October 2013 . 
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Members present were Messrs. R. Clapham, S. Ellis , G. 
Barker, T. Smith , M. Meadowcroft , J . Place and S. Holder. 

Apologies had been received from Messrs. H. Fisher, P. 
Maybury, B . Lythgoe, C . Pease, P. Rooke, K. Howat , 
P. Stockton, M. Tyler, and P. Watkins . 

The first round was a display by Stephen Holder on the 
Marianne de Dulac issues , which included the two wartime 
trial/demonstration printings and all the issued stamps, 
including corner marginal blocks , a selection of complete 
sheets, and a wide variety of selected attractive covers , 
depicting the many changes of rate , leading up to the period 
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when they were used as complementary values during the 
late 1940s and early 1950s. 

The second round was a combined display by 
Michael Meadowcroft and George Barker on the Caisse 
d ' Amortissement & Sinking Fund issues, and alJ the values 
issued were shown and an interesting desription of the 
political and economic background was presented , leading to 
a considerable discussion on the topic . 

Refreshments were served and although only a small 
attendance was possible on the day, it was generally regarded 
by all present as a successful, and not too formal, afternoon 's 
philatelic entertainement. 

Boo ks he if compiled by Maurice Tyler (Leccesse addition by H. Fisher) 

Cours des carnets et des publicitimbres 2014 pub. ACCP; 
lOOpp A4, colour illustrations; spiral binding; price 30€ 
+ p&p; available from ACCP, 21 rue du Heron cendre, 
95290 L'Isle Adam; website: www.accp.com (les services). 
[Revised and updated, lists all booklets issued in France, 
former French colonies, TOM and Monaco as well as 
publicitimbres, with Yvert, Maury and ACCP numbers.] 

Les cachets allemands des hopitaux militaires et 
formations sanitaires: Aisace-Lorraine (1914-1918) 
by Michel Frick; pub. SPAL; 258pp A4; price 35€ + 
p&p; available from SPAL, M. Andre Lader, 52 rue de 
Monsviller, 97700 Saverne. [More than 800 cachets 
illustrated by means of period postcards and photo cards, 
with dates of use , covering numerous temporary hospitals 
and medical units of different kinds, including hospital 
trains and medical services for horses .] 

Le 15 centimes bieu, type Sage by Michel Herve; 30pp 
abundantly illustrated; price 15€ inc p&p in France; 
available from author, 29 rue des Forrieres Sud , 27110 
Quittebeuf; email m.herve@wanadoo.fr [Detailed study 
of the stamp with description of different types, retouches , 
varieties , together with enlarged images and a wallet of 
differ~nt types of the stamp.] 

La Grande Guerre a travers ia carte postaie ancienne by 
Jean-Yves Le Naour; 160pp 25 x 32.5cm with reproductions 
of 200 period postcards; price 28€90 + p&p; available from 
HC-Editions , 164 rue de Vaugirard, 75015 Paris ; website: 
www.hc-editions.com [Album ofWWI photographic 
postcards showing reality of war.] 

The following are all written by Giorgio Leccese. and 
deal with unadopted proofs and essays. Contact him at 
g.leccesse@dieproofsjt for further details , shipping costs 
and payment. 

FRANCE 4 (1937-1940), with the Mercure and Petain 
unadopted proofs: 
http://reader.ilmiolibro .kataweb.i t/v/960857 1 

FRANCE_ 4#!%22 
price: EUR 29 (216 pages) 

FRANCE 3 (1935·1936) 
http://reader.ilmiolibro.kataweb.it/v/934944/ 

FRANCE_3#!%22 
price: EUR 20 (120 pages) 

FRANCE 2 (1933-1934 - the Mistler project) 
http://reader.ilmiolibro .kataweb .it/v/9338141 

FRANCE_2#!%22 
EUR 17 (80 pages) 

FRANCE 1 (1917-1931) (ll Edition) 
http://reader.ilmiolibro .kataweb.i t/v 19334561 

FRANCE_l#!%22 
price: EUR 25 (156 pages) 
http: //reader.ilmiolibro .kataweb.it/v/933078/ 

MONACO#! %22 
price: EUR 33 (245 pages) 

Unadopted proofs collection: 

FRANCE (1917-1959): 
www.dieproofs .it/archivio/gallery2/main.php?g2_ 
itemld=240593 

MONACO: 
ttp:llwww.dieproofs.it/archivio/gallery2/main.php?g2_ 
iternId=240679 

ALGERIA: 
http://www.dieproofs.it/archivio/gallery2/main .php?g2_ 
iternId=249172 

FRENCH MOROCCO: 
http://www.dieproofs.it/archivio/galJery2/main.php?g2_ 
itemld=249699 

TUNISIA: 
hup:llwww.dieproofs.it/archivio/gallery2/main.php?g2_ 
iternId=249752 

Poste Maritime Franfaise: Les Paquebots du Mexique 
1827-1835 by Louis-Eugene Langlais; pub . I' Academie de 
Philatelie; 144pp A4; price 26€ + 5€ p&p; further detail s 
from brigitte abensur@wanadoo.fr; available from Robert 
Abensur, 8 rue des Fosses, 54700 Pont-a-Mousson . [Covers 
postal regulations , sai ling tables , ports of call , and a detailed 
history of the steamships of Mexico.] 
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Recently Published Articles 
Compiled by Colin Spong and Maurice Tyler; ( PHS] addition by H, Fisher) 

B:I;::::::t:;f;n de La CO L.F RA 

o l46 4 ~me Trim 20 l3: Une Defaite Annoncee 
°n-Bien-Phil (Lievin) ; L'Ouverture du Bureau de 

- e de Conakry en Fevrier l888 (Strobel); Cameroun 
Fran ai 27.8.40 - L'essai + lOc sur 90c Elephants (Cobb) ; 
Cameroun 27 .8.40: Les surcharges ctecalees en Provenance 

e Mbanga (Cobb) ; Le Savez-vous? Les Losanges de 
Fortune (Hurpet) ; Un Courrier «URGENT» a Madagascar 
(Bauden) . 

L' Echo de La Timbrologie 

Permanent features : Actualites , Nouveautes , Pret-a
poster Florilege de PAP, Varietes , Surcharges , Actualites , 
Cartes postales, Comment c;:a marche?, Flammes, Livres, 
Maximaphilie, Thematique. 

N° 1879 Dec 2013: Une rotation tres mouvementee 
[112] (Venturini); Une Maison de la Poste et de la Philatelie 
(Albaret) ; Lettres chargees du Var [1790-1900] (Trinquier); 
Irene Cahen d' Anvers [1872-l963]: un tableau , un destin 
(Rosenberg); Les lettres renfermant des echantillons [1750-
l848] (Trinquier). 

Timbres Magazine 

Permanent features : Actualites, Courrier des lecteurs , Club 
des clubs , Manifestations, Marcophilie , Les nouveautes de 
France, Actus Andorre, Monaco et les TOM, Pap , Expertise , 
Les varietes , Le Journal des nouveautes , Bibliotheque, Mon 
marche du mois. 

N° 151 Dec 2013: L'expectition Web Robinson (II) 
[Indonesie lIe deserte] (Toulemonde); Occupation franc;:aise 
d' Arad: L armee . . . a la surcharge! (Rucklin); Marc Taraskoff 
inedit: Des timbres que vous ne verrez pas (Bopisart); 
L'errussion des timbres de Bordeaux (Cocquerelle); 1940-
1942: les voyages maritimes speciaux [2e partie] (Chauvin); 
Arrnee des cotes de Brest, puis armee des cotes de l'Ocean 
(de La Mettrie); Montres et horologes dans les camets avec 
publicites franc;:ais (PIM); Marie Marvingt: Une femme 
d ' exception (Zeyons etMmeMLeguy); Quelques decouvertes 
(Baudot); ... Et par manque de va1eurs d'appoint (Prugnon); 
1939-1940: secteurs fictifs et coloniaux (Chauvin) . 

Gibbons Stamp Monthly 
Vol. 44 N° 7 Nov 2013: Grandeur and Gravure: The 

stamps of Pierre Bequet (Roseveare). 

The Indo-China Philatelist 

Vol 43 W 4 (Whole W 209) Sep 2013: Revenue 
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stamps of the Montagnards (Dykehouse); More on Thin and 
Thick Varieties of Local Currency Native Women Stamps 
(Bentley); RapidTransitby Rail in 1910 (Beardsley); B D.H.V. 
Label (Wiart); Wartime Liberation Labels (Bentley) . 

Vol43 ° 5 (Whole 02 10) Nov2013: Clipper Mail 
Provides Two-Ocean Service during World War II (Bentley); 
Banque de I'lndochine Office in ientiane (Daniel); Hanoi 
Fair 1915 (Bentley) ' Pour Ie Sal ut Public: Oul (Bentley). 

Vol 44 0 1 hole 0 2 11 ) Jan 2014: Essay 
for Protectorate of Annam and Tonkin (Bentley); 
Commemorati e Label for Fir t Airplane Flight in Indochina 
(Bentley). 

Forces Postal Hi tory ociet Journal 

Vol 30 • 0 4 ole 0 298) Winter 2013: 
Women's Legion . GHQ France [WWl] (Mark); The French 
Military Mi ion ana hed to the British and American Army 
Headquarter in Fran e 1914-19l (Trapnell). 

Postal History Society Journal 

° 34 D OL : The French Censorship 
Commission in London 1] ( lark). 

Documents Philateliques 

° 219 1<f trim 014: ne emple de service 
postal international ubventionne par 1 'Etat: la C.F.R.N.A. 
I C.lD.N.A. (E tel); Le preparatif d'envois de ballons 
montes de Lille er Pari (Hard ): Le numerotage des 
courriers de la po te pneumatique de Pari ( 1879-190 l) 
(Barbelin) ; D' une a ademie a I'autre: Recherches autour 
d 'une lettre de infe tee (pineau); La creation du bureau de 
poste franc;:ai s de Dardenelle ( ben ur). 

Cameo 

VoilS N° 1 Jan 2014 (Whole N° 91): 
Cameroun - Plating the Sterli ng Issue of 1961: the Y,d 
on 1 Franc Type 2 Stamp (Bratze l). 
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Shorter Items - Including 
Questions and Answers 

When did these wars start? 

[Ed: there have been severaL responses to this question . 
They are aLL included here] 

1. France declared war on Prussia on 15 July 1870. The 
formal declaration of war was presented to the Prussian 
government in Berlin four days later, on 19 July 1870. They 
didn't have email or text messages in those days, but soon 
relied on balloons and the pigeon post ! 

AshLey Lawrence 

2. I can offer a quote from the Prussian Chief of Staff, Von 
Moltke, on the beginning of the Franco-Prussian War: 

"The French Reserves were called to arms 
July 15th, and only four days later the French 
declaration of war was handed in at Berlin ... " 

Von Moltke, Count Helmuth. The Franco-German War of 
1870-71 , p.3. Translated by Clara Bell and Henry W. Fischer 
Harper & Brothers , New York , 1892 

This quote may explain the discrepancy of the various sources 
mentioned in the Journal question. 

James Camak, USA 

3. The seeds of conflict are ploughed well before any actual 
day. Hitler 's pan-European intentions were well recognised 
for many years. Treaties were being forged and preparations 
for war were well in progress in many countries, including 
the United Kingdom. There are now mixed views about Nev
ille Chamberlain's Munich agreement in September 1938. 
Was it appeasement or was it buying time for a war that was 
inevitable? On 1st April 1939 conscription was re-intro
duced in Great Britain. On 12th May 1939 an Anglo-Polish 
treaty was signed in London. This was robustly reaffirmed by 
Chamberlain on 10th July. On 31 st August the British fleet 
was mobilised . 

On 1st September Germany invaded Poland. At 9.30 a 
warning was sent to the German Foreign Minister Herr von 
Ribbentrop telling him in no uncertain terms to withdraw 
troops from Poland otherwise our two countries would be at 
war. In the meantime, evacuation schemes for children to the 
countryside had started. At London Zoo all the poisonous 
insects and snakes were destroyed and the chimpanzees sent 
to have their tea parties at Whipsnade. Registry Offices did 
a roaring trade, both with actual marriages and with people 
coming in to book their wedding. In Poland cities were being 
bombed, German troops advancing and Jews being killed. 

On Saturday, 2nd September an emergency sitting was 
arranged in the House of Commons, commencing 3.00 p.m. 
At 7.45 pm, Prime Minister Chamberlain entered the chamber 
to loud cheering. The House of Commons was advised that 
Great Britain was "bound to take action unless German forces 

are withdrawn" from Poland and that no reply had yet been 
received. The Prime Minister went on to say "I understand 
that the French cabinet is in session at this moment and I feel 
certain that I shall be able to make to the House a statement 
of a definite character tomorrow when the House meets 
again.' As part of the day's business, The National Service 
(Armed Forces) Act 1939 (htt :/ en.wiki edia. r /wiki/ 
National Service Armed Forces Act 193 was enacted 
immediately, enforcing full, compulsory conscription on 
all males between 18 and 41 resident in the UK (ht : 
en.wiki edia.or /wikilUnited Kin dom) 

Chamberlain , it should be noted , had by 2nd September 
seemed by that time to have lost the favour of the House. That 
evening much of the Cabinet met, telling Chamberlain there 
could be no more delay concerning war with Germany. At all 
times King George VI was kept appraised of the situation 
for, in the United Kingdom, only the Monarch (http:// 
en. wikipedia.org / wiki/Monarchy _oCthe_United_ 
Kingdom) has the power to declare war and peace, under 
the Royal Prerogative (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RoyaL 
Prerogative). 

On the 3rd September, the British ambassador to Berlin 
handed a final note to the German government stating "unless 
it announced plans to withdraw from Poland by 1100, a state 
of war would exist between the two countries." Again , this 
did not happen. At 11: 15 a .m. British Standard Time (http:// 
en .wikipedia.org/wikilBritish_Standard_Time) (BST) , Brit
ish Prime Minister (http://en .wikipedia.org/wikilPrime_Min
ister) Neville Chamberlain (http://en .wikipedia.org/wiki/ 
Neville_Chamberlain) announced on BBC Radio (http:// 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BBC_Radio) that the deadline of the 
final British ultimatum for the withdrawal of German troops 
from Poland (http: //en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poland) expired 
at 11 :OOam and that "consequently this nation is at war with 
Germany" . King George spoke to the nation later that day. 

Harry Rosenberg 

4 . In partial reply to Alan Wood's question in the last journal 
about when certain wars started, I can say that World War 
II is considered to have started on 1 September 1939 with 
the German invasion of Poland. The date of 3 September is 
when Britain and France declared war on Germany following 
Germany 's predictable failure to respond to the British and 
French demands that it withdraw its troops from Poland. 

Roy Reader 

5. Wikipedia says Germany invaded Poland on 1 st September 
1939 and so GB & France declared war on Germany on 3rd 
September. 
About.comsuggests 1 September as the start. So, presumably, 

either of these dates can be regarded as the start (but not 2nd 
September). 
So far as GB is concerned, 3rd September is clearly the key 
date . 

David Trapnell 

* * * 
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Post Offices in Egypt 

afraid I am not an expert in FPOs in Egypt but 
-enheless I think I can answer John Cruttenden's query_ 

Ethiopia did not join the UPU until 1908. From 1892 mail 
from French residents in Ethiopia destined for France was 
handled by the Capuchin fathers at the Roman Catholic 
~1ission in Harar who forwarded mail by meharis, local 
racing camel riders, to the French colony of Obock and from 
1894 to Djibouti, journeys of approximately 450 and 350 
kilometres respectively. Here the mail was transferred to 
Wessageries Maritimes vessels en route for Marseille. The 
Harar post office was located within the mission premises and 
was supplied with stamps from the French Bureau at Port
SaId and from 1899 was equipped with its own datestamp 
Fig . 1 

In 1897 building of the Franco-Ethiopian Railway 
commenced at the port of Djibouti with the intention oflinking 
Addis-Ababa with the port and replacing the six week mule 
trek. However, due to a combination of factors including local 
unrest, political discord, difficult geographical terrain and 
lack of capital, the construction was temporarily suspended 
in 1906 and the new town of Dirre-Daoua (Din!-Dawa) was 
built by the railway company at the line's terminus. A French 
post office was soon established there and supplied with 

stamps from Port-SaId and a datestamp (fig 2). 

It was classified as a 'bureau central de tri' and the Harar 
office was demoted to a 'bureau secondaire' _ The February 
1907 postmark in John 's collection appears to be an early 
use of this Dirre-Daoua datestamp . After a change of 
management, the construction of the railway was resumed 
and the line eventually reached Addis-Ababa in 1917_ 

Source: 'Histoire Postale de la Cote de Somalis ' Tome III 

342. 

FORWARDING MAll.. - NO PROFIT IS TOO SMALL 

Not so long ago when you were absent from home your mail 
could be forwarded to you by one of your acquaintance. 
It was easy.The original address was simply crossed out and 
replaced by the new one. In the hands of the postman once 
more your letter left for a new destination. 

But it is all over since the 1 st July 2010 as a new "Laposte" 
label informs us. From now on each letter must either be 
re-franked or a "Ready To be Readdressed"envelope be 
used which has to be paid for: 1.75€ for the small version 
and 3.50€ for the large one. They are worthwhile from the 
4th to 7th 20g letter onwards. 

It is true that the former practice cost money to "La Poste" 
which, since it has now become a "Societe Anonyme", has 
to appear succulent to present and future shareholders, but 
as the merchants of the temple say,"There is no God but the 
Golden Calf and Profit is His Prophet. 

John Simmons 

(Reproduced by kind permission of M. Rodolphe 
Pleinfosse, editor of Les Feuilles Marcophiles). 

* * * 
Letter to Ed. Grabowski in response to his 
article about Professor Sego in the December 
2013 issue of the Journal. 

Dear Ed 

France and Colonies Philatelic Society 

It is now many years since we met at Leamington or indeed 
sat next to each other at David Wrigley's stand at Philatex! 
How time flies. 

The current journal for the above reaches me today and I 
have read your article for which I am MOST grateful. 

I have had in my Togo 1914-1922 collection for many years 
two covers to the institute, copies of the pages enclosed, and 
was always puzzled by the address, you have solved that 
puzzle for me , many thanks indeed. 

Trust you keep well with time for philately and further 
research, I note your re-write of Guadeloupe issues and well 
recall your suggesting the tablet 40c value is invariably the 
most difficult used and on cover, managed to acquire one for 
Reunion! 

Kind regards, best wishes for 2014. 

by Henri Tristant, published by Le Monde des Philatelistes, John Mayne 
EtudeW 175. 

Mick Bister 

* * * 
Forwarding Mail- No Profit Is Too Small 

Having discovered a shortish article on the forwarding of 
mail that I translated some time ago. I decided to send it 
before it disappears again . It was written by Jean-Pierre 
Flotte and published on page 6 of Les Feuilles Marcophiles 
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(see next page for John s covers.) 

* * * 
Griffe 

The scanned cover was correctly prepaid to Nogent sur 
Marne. On the back it is noted that the addressee was de
ceased and that the beneficiaries had been advised but had 
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3 N. Belmont Ave. 

Los Angeles, Ca11f., 

U. S. A. 

.... Al(DICAJJ I NBTITUn OJ" onAL1Q -... : " ,'",' ~: '> ; f '. : <: .: .' ~ , 

783 B. Belmont Ave • 
. -;. 

Loa Anaele •• Calif. 
No. 860 

11670 

John Mayne's covers - reduced to 75% - see item on previous page 

refused delivery. Hence the Return to Sender. The envelope 
was opened, presumably in Paris, to determine the address 

of the writer, manuscript Henri Labat - however perhaps it 
would not have been necessary to open the envelope as the 
information regarding the writer would have been on hand 
in the post office of origin as part of the original registration. 
I am guessing that the GRIFFE handstamp was applied at 

(Seine) . r 

. ,..' 

Paris, but why? 
I have not been able to find a reasonable, postal related, 

definition of the griffe in any of my French/English dictionar
ies nor have I found any mention of or explanation for the 
us~ of the term in the usual references such as the Academie's 
Dictionnaire Philatelique & PostaL. 

I have seen the marking on other covers of about the same 
era but, of course, cannot now locate them. 

I would appreciate any insight members may be able to 

(Image reduced) 

SUR MAliNE 
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Vignettes for French Cameroon and Togo 1914-
1916 

When in correspondence with Bob Maddocks, a member of 
the West Africa Study Circle and France and Colonies PS , 
he had added to his letter heading a copy of a vignette for 
French Cameroon 1914-1916, I believe the original size is 
width 55mm, height 40mm. 

Bob told me that there is a matching vignette for Occupied 
Togo, he had never seen it, nor have I in over 40 years 
collecting specifically that area. 
If any member sees the Togo issue on their travels and they 

do not require it for their own collection please purchase on 
my behalf, many thanks. 

John Mayne 

Enlarged to help identify 

* * * 
Lt.Colonel Loyd-Lindsay VC was one of the three 
suspects in Ashley Lawrence's Whodunit article from the 
Siege of Paris.[Joumal No 270 Vol 63 No 4 p 149] The 
Colonel was to become Lord Wantage . 

When the decision was taken to honour the birthplace of 
Alfred the Great with a statue of him as King of England the 
problem arose as to what were Alfred's features. The solution 

was to dress Lord Wantage in suitable attire for the sculptor 
to produce a likeness . 

Today members of F&CPS wishing to see an image of 
Lt.-Col. Loyd-Lindsay should travel to Wantage market 
place where a likeness of Lord Wantage in fancy dress is 
masquerading as King Alfred. 
AJ. Wood 

*** 
Madagascar 19211c Overprint on 15c 

I am studying the fingerprinting of comb perforations. This is 
an extension of research I have done on the fingerprinting of 
J;otary and non-rotary produced perforations in 19th century 
revenue stamps. This research has been written up and is in 
press. The first article on this new process will be published 
in the first quarterly issue of 2014 of The American Revenu
er. The article title is "Freak or Fake? A New Fingerprinting 
Method for Distinguishing between Original and Fraudulent 
Extra Perforations of 19th Century Revenue Stamps." The 
same techniques can be applied to comb perforations, and I 
decided to reach far afield and study a sheet of comb-perfo
rated stamps of Madagascar. This appealed to me because I 
do some collecting of Madagascar stamps. I obtained a full 
sheet of the 1921 lc overprint on the 15c stamp (please ex-
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cuse my use of Scott numbers, but this would be a 
Scott #130). There is a number printed on the sheet: 0 29012 
32. Taking a random sampling of 4 of this same stamp from 
collections, I find that these all correlate with positions on the 
comb used for perforating the sheet. I would appreciate any 
references or help regarding understanding who printed the 
stamps and what is known about the specific perforators that 
were used. A small sampling of other Madagascan stamps 
listed for 1921 had perforations that did not tie to this comb. 
I'm wondering if a single comb perforator was associated 
with each issue that was produced. Would this be a shared 
feature with the production of other French Colony stamps? 
Has anyone studied this and are there published studies on 
the perforations of this colony stamps of this time period? 

Robert Mustachic per Maurice Tyler 
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(continued from page 15) 

overprints on 1938-40 Ceres issues, pneu (Chaplain) rates 
of 8.40 and 12.00, the validity of showing foreign material 
in a French display, the identification of forgeries in 1870 
German occupation stamps, Transsaharan mail crossings, a 
1953 cover addressed to the France & Colonies Stamp Club, 
a suggestion of improvement to the Society packet and WWI 
"N de F' marks. Quite a number of these topics are queries 
that have received no answer, and I am sure that there are 
members out there who could offer useful comments. 

France & Colonies PS Journal - March 2014 

Any members who feel encouraged (after this little haran
gue!) to participate in the scheme are asked to contact Mau
rice Tyler (email: maurice@fcps.org.uk) to suggest their own 
personal password and be informed what username they will 
be allocated. My apologies to any members without Internet 
access who feel they are being left out of these arrangements: 
I can assure them that I and the new Editor of the Journal will 
be keeping an eye out for any topics that may merit publish
ing in the Journal. 

Book Review 
NEW HEBRIDES, POSTAL RATES, POSTMARKS, REGISTRATION CACHETS/LABELS; 
Malcolm H. Goynes and Roland Klinger. Published by Mahego. Cost about £40-£45 . 

Reviewed by David Moss 

As a collector of the 
New Hebrides, I have 
long felt the need for a 
listing of postal rates. 
The authors stress the 
problems caused by the 
amount of "philatelic" 
mail, which often has 
fanciful frankings, and 
they make interesting 
observations includ
ing the great scarcity 
of correctly-franked 
postcards during cer
tain periods and the de
bunking of the myths 
concerning the "local" 
stamps produced by 
Australian and French 

. trading companies . 
There is a good section on the Pre-Condominium era and the 
rudimentary postal services administered by the Post Offices 
of New South Wales and New Caledonia, followed by sec
tions dealing in detail with the periods of the Condominium 
administration right upto independence. The authors differ
entiate clearly between statements which are supported by 
factual information, conclusions which are based on their 
wide experience and of others, and those areas where more 
research is needed. 

Rather than try to present postal rates for several different 
time-periods in one table, there are tables for new and revised 
rates as and when these were introduced. I think this is ex
cellent. The accompanying text and explanation is clear and 
straightforward and there are many illustrations, all in colour, 
of correctly-franked items. Rates for printed matter are given 
in an appendix but airmail rates and supplements appear in 
the main text, where there is also information about under-

paid items and postage due. A welcome innovation is a listing 
of the most important addressees of philatelic mail. 

The section on registration updates considerably the 
relevant section in Hals & Collas and the chapters on post
marks build on and revise the work of other members of the 
Pacific Islands Study Circle and of Sinais & Venot. There is 
a useful cross-referencing of the numbers allotted to these 
items in this work and its predecessors. Forged or dubious 
markings are discussed too, with the same thoroughness as 
the rest of the work. Illustrations here are computer-generat
ed and very clear. There is no attempt to assign a value to a 
particular mark though there are notes on scarcity. It is very 
useful to have all this information gathered together with the 
postal rates into one binding . 

I understand that the content of the book is held by the pub
lisher in a "virtual library" and copies are printed on request. 
The presentation is very clear with well-spaced text and good 
colour printing of covers and cards. I mention for the sake of 
accuracy that in my review copy the lines of text are not quite 
parallel with the top edge of the page. As a mathematician, I 
notice such a thing, but it has not interfered in any way with 
my appreciation of this excellent book which is the result of 
much painstaking research and the experience, gained over 
many years of collecting, by the authors. It is a pleasure to 
welcome this book. Now I must get on with remounting my 
collection! 
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Auction -10 May 2014 - some Lots (reduced in size) 

--~ I ....... __ .. ~ _ ___ .. .. _ ... l 

~~....ts:~:.=~-~-= .. 
'-......................... -- ... - ...... ... 

..... .11 .. 71 .... _,..~ .......... ~ ... la ... 4'~ ... =:-~ ........ ..::..~.:.o=- -~, 

ABOVE: Lot 33 - Depeche-Reponse 

LEFf: Lot 32 - Bailon Monte, Bd Hopital 

BELOW LEFf: Croiseur Colbert, Catapult to Tunisia 

.;;I~ /P~ 
a~k~~ 

J~ 
T~f/L 

ABOVE: Lot 169 -Marseille- Greno
ble 1658 

RIGHT: Lot 197 - Montpellier Yv 13 , 
1855 
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ABOVE: Lot 90 - Diego- Suarez, SG 6-9 

BELOW: Lot 330 - Yv13B and Yv 59 with 
anchor lozenge 
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